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GENERAL OVERVIEW

BIRN Kosovo’s
mission
As an independent, non-governmental organization,
BIRN Kosovo exists to provide momentum to the
democratic transition in Kosovo by promoting and
advocating for accountability, rule of law and policy
reform through public and private institutions in
Kosovo.

BIRN Kosovo’s
vision
BIRN Kosovo’s vision is to maintain its position as the
premier organization engaged in investigative and
analytical journalism, reporting on the country’s
most pressing issues in the political, economic, and
social domains.

As an independent,
non-governmental
organization, BIRN
Kosovo exists to
provide momentum
to the democratic
transition in Kosovo
by promoting
accountability, rule of
law and policy reform.

In particular, BIRN Kosovo aims to act as watchdog of
public institutions, supporting their reform and their
path towards meeting EU accession criteria and the
legal and policy standards of the European Union.
Through our televised debates, reporting and training which aims to foster critical thinking and argumentation, BIRN Kosovo encourages debate as a key
source of knowledge, emancipation, and the development of political culture.
After starting with fewer than ﬁve staff members in
2005, BIRN Kosovo has since evolved into a comprehensive media organization, employing journalists,
editors, and other editorial, administrative and
technical staff that work together towards the
production of high-quality investigative and analytical reporting.
BIRN Kosovo now ﬁelds a team of around 56
full-time professionals as well as numerous local and
international contributors that work with us in the
development and implementation of ongoing
programs.
To ensure the long-term sustainability of our
programs and their results, BIRN Kosovo often
combines its projects with those of BIRN’s Regional
Network.
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Methods and Approach
BIRN Kosovo uses various different research methods in the course of its work, the application of
which depends on whether it is articles, investigative reports, televised debates, televised reportages
or legal analysis that is being produced.

Journalism that acts as a
watchdog

All of BIRN Kosovo’s outputs have an underlying
objective in common: keeping the powerful
accountable. Whether this is done through
hard-hitting interviews, public TV debates and
reportages, or in-depth written investigations, all of
which aim to hold leaders accountable and uncover
corruption, our philosophy is to build a culture of media
oversight in Kosovo using journalistic methods.

Journalism through Fieldwork
BIRN Kosovo’s team incorporates 56 staff and
contributors ranging from investigative journalists, civil
society activists, editors, researchers and professional
court monitors, covering all municipalities in Kosovo.
BIRN Kosovo is the only media outlet in the country
that holds comprehensive municipal and electoral
debates. These debates aim to offer citizens the
opportunity to communicate with and question their
political representatives. Reports from regular citizens
are our most powerful source of information. These
reports, received at the ofﬁce or through
telephone/e-mail, are often the basis of our
investigations. It is our belief that the most accurate
way to interpret the realities on the ground is to
communicate with people directly affected by the
problems in question. BIRN Kosovo’s impact in society
has been possible thanks to the trust in our work that
has grown among citizens.

Journalism that trains for
excellence

BIRN Kosovo has been engaging in training since its
establishment in 2005, in close partnership with
Internews Kosova and BIRN Hub. In 2019, more than
500 people were trained including journalists, court
monitors, researchers, individuals from local media,
students from different universities, civil society
activists, and ofﬁcials of public institutions in Kosovo.
This has been done through on-the-job training and
workshops on news and investigative reporting, TV
production, investigative journalism, court and public
service monitoring and training for advocacy on energy
and environmental issues. Our training is inclusive of
ethnicities and minorities living throughout the
country. Having the youngest and least educated
population in Europe, BIRN Kosovo believes that
building journalism and media capacities is crucial for
Kosovo. BIRN Kosovo is a hub for innovation, creativity
and high-quality journalism, which has cemented our
position as a trendsetter in Kosovo’s media landscape.

Journalism through Fieldwork
BIRN Kosovo’s methods of professional reporting,
debating, and in-depth analyses creating are envisaged
to incentivize critical and active analysis of situations
and matters that need adjustment, without hurting the
accuracy, fairness, and balance of stories covered.

Engaged Journalism
Effective journalism does not only produce reports, it
inﬂuences change. We believe it is not enough to
report on corruption or vote rigging if competent
institutions do not take action. To resist the
indifference and impotence of local institutions, and to
put pressure on such institutions to act on matters we
report about, we have established a legal ofﬁce that
ﬁles cases for prosecution, cases armed with evidence
collected through investigative reporters and court
monitors. Effective journalism is also based on
cooperation with state institutions. BIRN Kosovo has
established a strong connection with state institutions
that share our mission to improve life in Kosovo. In
addition, our staff are trained in election monitoring, all
part of our philosophy of going beyond reporting to
what we call engaged journalism. Engaged journalism
shapes public opinion on the kind of state the citizens
want Kosovo to become.
BIRN Kosovo’s methods of professional reporting,
debates and in-depth analyses are envisaged to
incentivize critical and active analysis of situations and
matters that need adjustment, without hurting the
accuracy, fairness, and balance of stories covered.

OPERATIONS
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Location covered by Monitors of Court and
Municipal Services

1

2

5
6

4

3

1

Prishtinë/Priština

(Basic Court, Appeal Court, Supreme Court
and Municipal Services)

3

Prizren

(Basic Court and Municipal Services)

6

(Municipal Court branch and Municipal Services)

Fushë Kosovë/Kosovo Polje

(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

Suharekë/Suvareka

Malishevë/Mališevo
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

(Municipal Services branch)

Podujevë/Podujevo
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

4

Shtërpcë/Štrpce

Gllogovc/Glogovac

(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

2

Hani i Elezit/Elez Han

Pejë/Peč

(Municipal Services)

(Basic Court and Municipal Services)

Klinë/Klina
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

Istog/Istok
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

Deçan/Dečan
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

5

(Municipal services)

(Basic Court and Municipal Services)
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

Junik

Ferizaj/Uroševac

Kaçanik/Kačanik

Graçanicë/Gračanica

(Basic Court and Municipal Services)

Rahovec/Orahovac

Dragash/Dragaš

Lipjan/Lipljan

Gjakovë/Đakovica

Gjilan/Gnjilane

(Basic Court and Municipal Services)

Kamenicë/Kamenica
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

Viti/Vitina
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

Novobërdë/Novobrdo
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

7

Mitrovicë/Mitrovica

(Basic Court and Municipal Services)

Skënderaj/Srbica
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)

Vushtrri/Vučitrn
(Basic Court branch and Municipal Services)
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DIARY OF IMPACT

Diary of impact from
BIRN Kosovo stories

BIRN Kosovo is proud to announce the impacts it successfully achieved during 2019. As a result of our
diligent work towards increasing accountability and transparency in state institutions and decreasing corruption, injustice, and structural discrimination within the public sector in Kosovo, BIRN Kosovo was polled as
the second most trusted institution in the country after the Kosovo Police. Impacts in 2019 are listed below:

January 29th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article revealing that the uncle of Kosovo’s Prime
Minister, Ramush Haradinaj, was employed at the Food and Veterinary Agency
which is an agency within the Ofﬁce of the Prime Minister.¹

January 31st, 2019 --

KALLXO.com, following a citizen’s report, published an article about two gambling
stores in Fushë Kosovë which were closed by the Tax Administration of Kosovo
(TAK) since they were operating near schools.²

February 1st, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article after receiving a report from a citizen for which
our legal ofﬁce ﬁled a report to the Tax Administration of Kosovo. The citizen,
from the Municipality of Gjilan, stated that buses were not issuing ﬁscal invoices
to travelers, and our team began an investigation together with inspectors from
TAK. In the 12 companies which were checked, 29 passengers were found without
the ﬁscal invoices, some of whom had monthly agreements that were not declared
by these companies. After the inspection, the irregularities found in the ﬁeld were
transferred to the TAK ofﬁce ﬁnes to be imposed.³

February 6th, 2019 -- KALLXO.com published an article regarding a gambling store which was closed

because it was located near a primary school in the village of Strellc in the
Municipality of Deçan. The tax inspectors carried out an inspection after our
team’s report, and as a result the gambling store was closed.4

February 7th, 2019 -- KALLXO.com reported that two stores were selling counterfeit sneakers. After our

team reported to the responsible institutions, the Customs ofﬁcials together with
the inspectors of the Ministry of Trade and Industry conﬁscated these goods.5

February 15th, 2019 -- after a report made by a citizen to KALLXO.com led to the suspicion that a

gambling store was operating near a school in Gjilan/Gnjilane, the place was shut
down following our reporting.6

February 20th, 2019 -- KALLXO.com reported that one of the gambling stores which was closed by the

inspectors had started working again, so the TAK inspectors again went to the
same place. Through cooperation with the Police, inspectors closed two gambling
stores that operated illegally. 7

February 24th, 2019 -- KALLXO.com published an article regarding former municipal assembly members

in Prizren, who are obliged to return the municipal assets purchased by the
taxpayers after they ﬁnish their term. It was found that none of them returned the
laptops, and reports on this issue were followed by different justiﬁcations.8

1 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/daja-i-ramush-haradinajt-punesohet-ne-agjencine-e-kryeministrise/
2 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-mbyllen-dy-bastore-ne-fushe-kosove/
3 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/gjilan-pas-raportimit-ne-kallxo-com-inspektoret-gjejne-parregullsi-te-kompanite-e-transportit/
4 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/pas-raportimit-ne-kallxo-com-mbyllet-bastorja-ne-strellc/
5 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/pas-raportimit-ne-kallxo-com-konﬁskohen-atlete-te-falsiﬁkuara/
6 https://kallxo.com/uncategorized/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-mbyllet-bastorja-ne-gjilan/
7 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/mbyllet-perseri-bastorja-ne-gjilan/
8 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/ish-asamblistet-e-prizrenit-nuk-i-kane-kthyer-laptopet/
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March 2nd, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published a report regarding thirty former assembly members in the
Municipal Assembly of Peja who did not return the laptops, which the municipality
has given them for ofﬁcial use. Out of 35 former Peja assembly members, only ﬁve
of them have returned the laptops. They are purchased with municipal funds and
are considered property of the municipality.9

March 3rd, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported about a conﬂict of interest which was found after a long
investigation was conducted by our team which led to the initiation of a case
against a member of a board in the Ministry of Culture, Youth and Sports (MCYS).
Guided by the suspicion of conﬂict of interest, the MCYS asked Sinan Kajtazi, a
ballet dancer of the National Ballet of Kosovo, to pay back money for the show
“O.Taka” as he was provided with the money by the Ministry for the performance.10

March 3rd, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article following a citizen’s report that 4 gambling
stores were operating near schools in Fushë Kosovë, which were then closed
down by the Tax Administration of Kosovo (TAK). Our team followed up the report
and found that the same gambling stores were closed months ago by inspectors,
but they were reopened after closure.11

March 3rd, 2019 --

KALLXO.com found out that Sanije Geci, the wife of former KLA commander Sabit
Geci, is one of about 60 people that in the last 3 months was employed in the
regional public waste company "Pastrimi" to the position of ‘analyst.’12 Another
article was also published on this date that had an impact: during BIRN’s
investigation, it was found that the actress Shota Baraliu is also employed in the
same company, in the Department of Marketing.13

March 19th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com found that the MP of AAK in the Municipal Assembly of Prishtina,
Fadil Gashi, had been appointed as Advisor to the Chief of the public company
“Pastrimi”.14

April 2nd, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published a summary of the investigations conducted by our team
regarding nepotism within employment processes in public institutions,
accompanied by an infographic. The article includes all of the main political
parties of Kosovo; PDK, AAK, LDK, NISMA, etc., who have been part of our
continuous investigations regarding the employment of their family members in
public institutions.15

April 3rd, 2019

--

KALLXO.com found that the nephew of the mayor of Obiliq, Xhafer Gashi, was
employed in “Hortikultura”, a public enterprise of the Municipality of Prishtina,
which deals with the maintenance of green areas within the capital. His
employment was carried out through a competition with a signiﬁcant lack of
transparency. Although BIRN’s monitoring request for this process was approved
by the board of this enterprise, assessment of the tests and candidates interviewed
was done secretly.16

9 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/ish-asamblistet-pervetesojne-laptopet-e-komunes-se-pejes/?fbclid=IwAR2qtGnPkXwklOQIZK6f33K6rftX3ob771c06zbySxaopvkBDSopZH5LiMA
10 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/o-taka-e-sinan-kajtazit-perfundon-ne-komisionin-e-mkrs-se-per-parandalimin-e-konﬂiktit-te-interesit/
11 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/pas-raportimit-ne-kallxo-com-mbyllen-4-bastore-ne-fushe-kosove/
12 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/gruaja-e-sabit-gecit-punesohet-ne-kompanine-publike/
13 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/aktorja-shota-baraliu-punesohet-ne-kompanine-publike/
14 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/gruaja-e-deputetit-te-aak-se-punesohet-ne-ndermarrje-publike/
15 https://kallxo.com/gjate/analize/ndarja-e-kulacit-per-punesimet-partiake/
16 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/nipi-i-xhafer-gashit-punesohet-ne-hortikulture-permes-nje-konkursi-kunderthenes/
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April 7th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported a story about a student of UP. The list of beneﬁciaries for a
municipal scholarship in Rahovec was awarded to students who did not meet the
main criteria, which is the grade certiﬁcate or meritorious performance during the
studies. Among the applicants was also Lirije Krasniqi, who started her studies in
October 2018 at the Faculty of Philology at the University of Prishtina, but failed
to become a beneﬁciary of the municipal scholarship. After the case was reported
by our team, the director of education in Rahovec informed our team that Lirije
Krasniqi had been provided with the scholarship.17

April 10th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com discovered that Rasim Veseli is employed in the Kosovo Energy
Corporation. Veseli is the son-in-law of Faruk Hajrizi, who is chairman of the Board
of this enterprise. It was found that Veseli has family ties with the chairman of the
Assembly, Kadri Veseli.18

May 2nd, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported about prosecutor Ferdane Sylejmani, who confused the
evidence in a criminal case that she was prosecuting. Sylejmani used the evidence
of a previous similar case to charge two persons in another case. Furthermore, on
May 13th, after the report of KALLXO.com, the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council
decided to suspend the prosecutor since she was charged with misusing her
ofﬁcial position.19

May 10th, 2019 --

Following a KALLXO.com report, the Kosovo Prosecutorial Council decided to
propose the dismissal of prosecutor Agron Matjani to the President of Kosovo.
More speciﬁcally, in January 2019, KALLXO.com reported on the accusations
lodged against Prosecutor Matjani. In November 2018, KALLXO.com reported that
the Police were recollecting information based on suspicions of threats having
been made to the injured party by the prosecutor during a civil session, during
which the prosecutor represented his own brother.20

May 15th 2019

KALLXO.com found that the daughter of the Deputy Minister of Diaspora and
Strategic Investments, Isni Kilaj, has been employed at the Ministry of
Environment and Spatial Planning (MESP).21

--

May 15th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published another investigation regarding Armend Agani, cousin of
former Minister of Health, Ferid Agani, who was arrested in April alongside Ljiljana
Smilić regarding the opening of the Bel Medic International D.O.O polyclinic, since
the documentation of the clinic was registered under the name of someone else.22

May 16th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com found that Qendrim Uka, who was employed to the position of Tax
Inspector at the TAK, was seen on social media sharing pictures with the former
mayor of Vushtrri, member of PDK, Bajram Mulaku.23

May 16th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com found that Vllaznim Krasniqi, former advisor to the Minister of
Economic Development Blerand Stavileci, is among the 20 inspectors recently
employed in the Kosovo Tax Administration. Apart from Stavileci, Krasniqi has
close relations also with Kadri Veseli, since he was seen drinking coffee with him.24

18 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dhendri-i-kryetarit-te-bordit-te-kek-ut-punesohet-ne-kek/
19 https://kallxo.com/uncategorized/prokurorja-i-ngaterron-provat-per-hedhjen-e-gazit-ne-kuvend-i-bie-pishman-aktakuzes/
20 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/kpk-shkarkoi-prokurorin-e-krimeve-te-renda-agron-matjani/
21 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/vajza-e-zevendesministrit-te-pdk-se-punesohet-ne-ministri/
22 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/i-arrestuari-nga-krimet-ekonomike-ﬁtues-i-dhjetera-tendereve-ne-shendetesi/
23 https://kallxo.com/lajm/vushtrriasi-qe-respekton-bajram-mulakun-e-pdk-se-punesohet-inspektor-ne-atk/
24 https://kallxo.com/gjate/analize/miku-i-blerand-stavilecit-dhe-kadri-veselit-punesohet-inspektor-ne-atk/
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May 20th, 2019 --

BIRN’s "Justice in Kosovo" show aired exclusive footage of meetings where Hasan
Beqa, brother of PDK MP, Hajdar Beqa, discusses with the owner of a business
from Gjakova for the request to hand him 33% of shares of a company to
guarantee an auction in Gjakova. Hajdar Podrimja confessed in the show that
Hajdar Beqa's brother has asked for 33% of the company's shares to open the way
for signing a contract with the municipality. Part of the footage also includes
moments when Hasan Beqa claims to call his brother Hajdar Beqa and discuss the
event. According to his story, Hajdar Podrimja has shown that the request came
after PDK was put in charge of running the Public Services Directory in Gjakova.
The request to share the shares relates to the auction for waste recycling in
Gjakova, an investment that according to Hajdar Podrimja, exceeds one million
euros.

May 20th, 2019 --

following a report made by KALLXO.com, the Prosecution ﬁled an indictment
against the Kosovo Prime Ministers’ Advisor Meliza Haradinaj–Stublla for not
declaring her business that is located and registered in London to the
Anti-Corruption Agency. She was not declared as the owner of the company “In
Middle Ltd” in 108 Woolmead Avenue in London.25

May 21st, 2019 --

following a report made by KALLXO.com, an indictment was ﬁled against the
Public Procurement Chief at the Municipality of Prizren for implementing an
illegal contract. According to the Prosecution, the defendant acted in
contradiction with the provisions of the Law on Public Procurement and the
provisions of the Law on Public Finances, enabling the Economic Operator to
execute a non-existent contract at the amount of EUR 358,039.06.26

May 23rd, 2019

KALLXO.com published a conversation with Prosecutor Rexhep Maqedonci, who
was heard uttering biased language and statements regarding a case prior to
interviewing the victim. Following the reporting of KALLXO.com, the Prosecutor
was removed from the case, which concerned a student who had reported sexual
harassment.27

--

May 27, 2019 --

KALLXO.com found that the daughter of an LDK assembly member in the
Municipality of Vitia and the sister-in-law of the Director of Health and Social
Affairs are two of the four selected candidates for nurses at the Main Family
Medical Center of the Municipality of Vitia.28

May 27, 2019 --

BIRN’s show "Justice in Kosovo" aired a reportage revealing data from a ﬁnancial
ﬁle of a suspected group who have transferred about two million euros from a
bank in Skenderaj to several Turkish banks. Research using ﬁnancial data from a
drug group investigation reveals that the Mitrovica Prosecution had ignored the
money ﬂow investigation. The ﬁle, which was left aside for more than two years,
was discovered and publicized by our team.

May 29, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported on the former mayor of Klina, Sokol Bashota, who was
sentenced by the Peja Court to six months on parole and a ﬁne of one thousand
euros for a false declaration of property.29

25 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/hulumtimi-i-kallxo-com-ngrihet-aktakuze-ndaj-keshilltares-se-haradinajt/
26 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-ngritet-aktakuze-ndaj-sheﬁt-te-prokurimit-ne-prizren/
27 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/prokurori-rexhep-maqedonci-e-quan-te-poshter-studenten-qe-u-ankua-per-ngacmim-seksual/
28 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/punesime-familjare-te-ldk-se-ne-qkmf-ne-e-vitise/
29 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/video-gjykatesit-i-vjen-shume-keq-qe-e-denoi-sokol-bashoten/
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June 6th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com revealed that the Director of Agriculture in the Deçan Municipality
and the deputy head of the organization, also a veteran of the Kosovo Liberation
Army, Nasim Haradinaj, did not declare that he is a shareholder of West
Investigation & Advisory L.L.C. to the Anti-Corruption Agency.30

June 6th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com found that MP Milaim Zeka did not declare a ﬂat he has had in his
possession for several years.31

June 10th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported regarding two MPs of the Kosovo Assembly, Xhavit Haliti
and Gani Dreshaj who, on top of being coalition partners, continue to be business
partners. The companies "Macrometal Kosova" and "DBBH - Kosova Clinic
Management JSC" are the two companies owned by MPs Haliti and Dreshaj,
neither of whom declared ownership of these companies to the Anti-Corruption
Agency, as required by law. 32

June 24th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported about Havë Qarri who was elected as a board member of
the public waste management enterprise through a decision of the Kosovo
Government. The investigation found that she has only one year of managerial
work experience, as Acting Head of Procurement in Shtime Municipality. While, on
the other hand, the Law on Publicly Owned Enterprises and the Complaints Board
require board members to have at least ﬁve years of experience.33

July 3rd, 2019

--

The Gjakova Prosecutor's Ofﬁce authorized the economic crimes unit to
investigate the reporting of the TV show “Justice in Kosovo” for claims made
concerning a business which was paying bribes to the brother of MP Hajdar Beqa,
in order to obtain an operating license in the municipality of Gjakova.34

July 4th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com reported that one of the members of the NISMA party, led by Fatmir
Limaj, was employed at the Ministry of Trade and Industry, which was run by the
same party at that time35

July 8th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article regarding Salih Bytyci, the brother of the
Minister of Education, Science and Technology, Shyqyri Bytyqi, who was employed
at his village school, a school that his brother’s Ministry had invested in just weeks
before he was employed. The Minister insisted that it had no impact on his
brother’s employment.36

July 9th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article with a video, in which a restaurant owner can be
seen refusing to issue a ﬁscal invoice to his customers. On July 25, 2019,
KALLXO.com published an article revealing that the same restaurant, which is
located inside a pool complex on the Prishtina–Lipjan highway, does not issue
ﬁscal invoices. After KALLXO.com’s report, the Tax Administration of Kosovo went
to the restaurant where the violations regarding the ﬁscal invoices were
discovered.37

30 https://kallxo.com/dosja/zbulimi-i-kallxo-com-nasim-haradinaj-i-fsheh-antikorrupsionit-biznesin-me-rrahim-hashimin/
31 https://kallxo.com/dosja/dyshime-ne-deklarimin-e-pasurise-milaim-zekes-i-shtohet-nje-banese/
32 https://kallxo.com/dosja/xhavit-haliti-e-gani-dreshaj-fshehin-bizneset-e-perbashketa-nuk-i-deklarojne-ne-akk/
33 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dyshime-per-falsiﬁkim-te-pervojes-se-punes-per-te-hyre-ne-borde/
34 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/me-hajdar-beqen-kadri-veseli-e-promovon-pdk-ne-ne-gjakove/
35 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/partiaku-i-fatmir-limajt-punesohet-ne-ministrine-e-endrit-shales/
36 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/ministrit-i-punesohet-vellai-ne-shkollen-e-fshatit-te-lindjes/
37 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/mergimtari-denoncon-sjelljen-e-vrazhde-te-biznesmenit-kur-i-kerkohet-kuponi-ﬁskal-video/
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July 17th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported interviews of police ofﬁcers that were arrested in a Police
operation in the North by the Special Prosecution Ofﬁce of Kosovo. After the
report, 19 police ofﬁcers and ten smugglers were arrested in May, part of a large
bribery and smuggling network in the area. In addition, after the report, the
Special Prosecution Ofﬁce of Kosovo interviewed senior government ofﬁcials, as
the company of the Deputy Minister Rexhep Kadriu, who is part of AAK, was
supplying concrete for building the highway. The reportage aired in February and
a decision was issued to proceed with the investigations into the case.38

July 20th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported that the Municipality of Prishtina paid money to buy a
drone at double the market price. The drone with accompanying equipment can
cost between 1,400 and 1,800 euros in the market, while the Municipality paid
3,908 euros.39

July 20th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an investigation revealing that Bekim Hoxha, the
President of the Basketball Club “Rahoveci” may have been in conﬂict of interest
and will have to choose between his post at the Ministry of Agriculture and the
“Rahoveci” Basketball Club. In this case, KALLXO.com found that the new conﬂict
of interest law prohibits all public ofﬁcials from holding leadership positions in
NGOs, including sports clubs. Hoxha himself was contacted by KALLXO.com and
accepted the situation saying that the issue will be addressed at the board
meeting.40

August 1st, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported that the former NISMA party candidate for Prishtina
Municipality and member of the party's women's forum, Valdete Prebreza, was
employed at the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, which is led by
NISMA Minister Shyqiri Bytyqi. Prebreza declined to say whether her party
membership had an impact on her recruitment.41

August 3rd, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article about an action taken by TAK concerning the
issuance of ﬁscal invoices and combating tax evasion. While carrying out
assessments on these businesses, TAK found many irregularities.42

August 6th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article accompanied with a video in which the Kosovo
Police, under the order of the Prosecutor’s Ofﬁce, raided a gambling store in the
municipality of Vitia, following a footage shot by KALLXO.com. Two casino
premises were also targeted in these raids.43

August 7th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article regarding the arrest of ﬁve individuals in Vitia
over allegations of illegal operation of businesses and gambling.44

38 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/policia-interviston-te-dyshuar-per-betonimin-e-autostrades-nga-familja-e-zevendesministrit-te-aak-se/
39 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dronet-e-shpend-ahmetit-paguhen-dyﬁsh-me-shtrenjte-video/
40 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dyshime-per-konﬂikt-interesi-ne-klubin-e-rahovecit/
41 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/ish-kandidatja-per-asambliste-nga-nisma-punesohet-ne-masht/
42 https://kallxo.com/ligji/skandalbiznesi-i-diskotekave-te-prishtines-zihen-duke-shmangur-tatime/
43 https://kallxo.com/ligji/skandalbiznesi-i-diskotekave-te-prishtines-zihen-duke-shmangur-tatime/
38 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/policia-interviston-te-dyshuar-per-betonimin-e-autostrades-nga-familja-e-zevendesministrit-te-aak-se/
44 https://kallxo.com/ligji/prokuroria/keta-jane-te-arrestuarit-per-bixhoz-ne-viti/
39 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dronet-e-shpend-ahmetit-paguhen-dyﬁsh-me-shtrenjte-video/
40 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dyshime-per-konﬂikt-interesi-ne-klubin-e-rahovecit/
41 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/ish-kandidatja-per-asambliste-nga-nisma-punesohet-ne-masht/
42 https://kallxo.com/ligji/skandalbiznesi-i-diskotekave-te-prishtines-zihen-duke-shmangur-tatime/
43 https://kallxo.com/ligji/skandalbiznesi-i-diskotekave-te-prishtines-zihen-duke-shmangur-tatime/
44 https://kallxo.com/ligji/prokuroria/keta-jane-te-arrestuarit-per-bixhoz-ne-viti/
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KALLXO.com published an article about the impact of the 76 articles published in
the last few months on the spending of mayors and other municipal ofﬁcials for
lunches and dinners. In this case, the mayor of Prishtina, Shpend Ahmeti, stated
that the municipality agreed to publish all decisions made in this municipality,
including the bills for all expenses for lunches and dinners. He also added that the
decision resulted in reduced requests for ofﬁcial dinners and lunches.45

August 15th, 2019 --

August 22nd, 2019 -- KALLXO.com published an article stating that the Prizren Prosecutor's Ofﬁce ﬁled

an indictment against a former senior ofﬁcial of the Prizren Municipality following
a KALLXO.com investigation in February 2019, which revealed that assembly
members from the previous mandate did not return laptops after their mandate
expired. The Prizren Prosecutor's Ofﬁce ﬁled an indictment against Ilir Baldedaj,
former Director of the Prizren Public Administration under Ramadan Muja's rule.46

August 23rd, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article regarding the Minister of Culture, Kujtim Gashi,
who dismissed the new Director of the Museum and the Selection Committee for
the Director position of the Museum, following a report from KALLXO.com about
irregularities in this competition.47

September 11th, 2019 -- KALLXO.com published an article after a report was received by our team detailing
how the leaders and members of political parties working in the Tax
Administration of Kosovo were asked to choose between TAK or party political
positions.48

September 13th, 2019

-- KALLXO.com reported that the Anti-Corruption Agency found a conﬂict of interest

September 13th, 2019

-- KALLXO.com published an article about TAK’s Director Shaqir Totaj who resigned

September 19th, 2019

-- KALLXO.com reported that the Minister of Culture, Youth and Sports Kujtim Gashi

in a previous case reported by KALLXO.com, where the director of the Kosovo
Ballet Board had received money for a performance from the board.49

after a report on the issue was released on KALLXO.com.50

issued a decision to ban the use of ofﬁcial vehicles by political staff during the
election campaign. The decision states that deputy ministers, advisers and other
cabinet staff are required to hand over and return ofﬁcial vehicles that have been
in use for 24 hours in the MCYS parking lot, repealing any earlier decision. This
decision, according to the MCYS press statement, aims to prevent the misuse of
vehicles during the election campaign, preserving the image of the institution and
at the same time to create a new institutional practice for all its political
successors.51

September 19th, 2019 -- KALLXO.com reported about four directors of TAK who resigned after

KALLXO.com found that they had misused their ofﬁcial positions.
September 20th, 2019 – KALLXO.com published an article regarding the misuse
and abuse of school premises by politicians to promote political parties’ election
campaigns. A billboard of the Kosovo Prime Minister placed in the yard of a school
in Lipjan was removed after KALLXO.com reported that the action was in violation
of school rules.53

45 https://kallxo.com/dosja/shpend-ahmeti-publikimi-i-faturave-i-uli-shpenzimet-per-dreka-e-darka/
46 https://kallxo.com/ligji/hulumtimi-i-kallxo-com-per-laptopet-rezulton-me-aktakuze-ndaj-ish-drejtorit-te-ramadan-mujes/
47 https://kallxo.com/lajm/vepron-kadri-veseli-pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-shkarkohet-drejtorit-i-pdk-se/
48 https://kallxo.com/impakti/vendimi-zyrtareve-te-atk-se-u-ndalohet-te-perfshihen-ne-politike/
49 https://kallxo.com/lajm/antikorrupsioni-konstaton-konﬂikt-interesi-ne-shfaqjen-e-sinan-kajtazit/
50 https://kallxo.com/lajm/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-shaqir-totaj-jep-doreheqje-nga-atk/
51 https://kallxo.com/uncategorized/veprimi-i-ministrit-te-kadri-veselit-ndalon-veturat-zyrtare/
52 https://kallxo.com/lajm/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-dorehiqen-edhe-kater-drejtore-politike-te-atk-se/
53 https://kallxo.com/lajm/imri-ahmeti-i-ldk-se-largon-billbordin-e-ramush-haradinajt-nga-oborri-i-shkolles/
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September 27th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported about a request from the “Pro Open” coalition of
organizations, urging the Chief State Prosecutor, Aleksander Lumezi, to launch
investigations into the outgoing Minister Fatmir Matoshi’s decision to unblock the
procedures for issuing hydropower plant environmental consent permits. This
request was made one day after the report of KALLXO.com regarding the
Minister’s decision to unblock the procedures just in time for the election
campaign.54

September 29th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com found that the Prosecutor’s Ofﬁce in Prishtina had released a wanted
German citizen from custody, stating that the German state had not requested his
extradition. In addition, KALLXO.com found that the ﬁle of the wanted individual
had disappeared in Prishtina’s Prosecution.55

October 4th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article following an investigation conducted by our
team in 2018, which resulted in the Kosovo courts ﬁnding Meliza
Haradinaj–Stublla guilty of false asset declaration. She was the political advisor to
former Prime Minister Ramush Haradinaj.56

October 6th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article concerning the political party PDK, who
organized transport for citizens in order for them to vote for the party. The article
includes a video where KALLXO.com called the individuals who were part of the
organization, telling our team where they can ﬁnd the transport and also to vote
for their party.57

October 7th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article detailing its impact in terms of the election
campaign, submitting complaints to ECAP regarding campaign violations such as
the use of children in campaigns, placing billboards on public spaces, inciting
hate, the use of public assets for the campaign etc., from which the political parties
were given ﬁnes, the total amount of which came to 155,100 euros.58

October 10th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article about illegal gambling stores ﬁlmed with
hidden cameras as part of the TV program “Justice in Kosovo”, where our
journalists pretended to be clients in order to uncover the illegal operation of
these stores. 59

November 4th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article about the Prosecutor Ramiz Buzhala, who
instructed the family of a victim of workplace injury to withdraw the case so that
the owner would receive a lesser sentence. After the reporting of KALLXO.com,
disciplinary measures were imposed on the prosecutor.60

November 8th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article about a “Justice in Kosovo” report that revealed
a series of different tax violations, as well as the lack of employee contracts across
numerous businesses in Mitrovica. Among those businesses was also a restaurant
owned by one of the brothers of former KLA commanders, who had no ﬁscal cash
register.61

54 https://kallxo.com/lajm/thirrje-per-lumezin-qe-te-hetohet-vendimi-i-fatmir-matoshit-per-hidrocentrale/
55 https://kallxo.com/ligji/efekti-i-kallxo-com-arrestohet-perseri-turku-i-kerkuar-nga-gjermania/
56 https://kallxo.com/impakti/pas-hulumtimit-te-kallxo-com-meliza-haradinaj-denohet-per-fshehje-te-biznesit-ne-londer/
57 https://kallxo.com/lajm/kallxo-com-zbulon-planin-e-pdk-se-per-transportin-e-votuesve/
58 https://kallxo.com/lajm/ankesat-e-birn-dhe-internews-kosova-pzap-gjobit-me-138-mije-euro-partite-politike/
59 https://kallxo.com/lajm/bastorja-ilegale-ne-lokalin-e-ish-komandantit-te-uck-se-ﬁlmohet-nga-kamerat-e-fshehura/
60 https://kallxo.com/ligji/afera-e-ﬁlmuar-nga-kallxo-com-ndeshkohet-prokurori-ramiz-buzhala/
61 https://kallxo.com/lajm/video-biznesi-ne-pronesi-te-vellezerve-te-komandantit-te-uck-se-pa-arke-ﬁskale/
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November 11th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article regarding the regional water company
“Prishtina” which intervened in a neighborhood of Fushë Kosovë and regulated
the water supply after a report published on KALLXO.com.62

November 15th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article about a criminal investigation launched by
Montenegro's state authorities following the publication of the TV program
“Justice in Kosovo”, in which Montenegrin police and customs ofﬁcers denounced
corruption at the border of Murican. The TV program also tackled the discoveries
of corruption within the Albanian Police.63

November 19th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article regarding the action that the Municipality of
Prishtina took for the reconstruction of sets of stairs in the Dardania
neighborhood. The citizens continuously complained about the damaged stairs
since they link the Dardania neighborhood with the main bus station of the city. 64

November 22nd, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article where our team showed footage of operating
gambling stores in four different locations in the Municipality of Vushtrri.65

November 26th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article following the release of materials on
KALLXO.com, where we encouraged citizens to report suspicious taxpayer
behavior. Citizens reported on the failure to issue ﬁscal invoices on numerous
occasions. Our team ﬁled the cases to the Tax Administration of Kosovo, as several
legal violations were found. Immediately after our request, inspectors of TAK
conducted an audit of different business entities during which several legal
violations were found.66

December 3rd, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article about a criminal investigation that was
launched by Kosovo Police Inspectorate after KALLXO.com discovered that a
Kosovo Police ofﬁcer had not responded to a call concerning the existence of a
ﬁrearm in a club in Prishtina.67

December 5th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article about a court hearing in which a judge in Gjilan
invited a victim of domestic violence to a pretrial hearing in contravention with
the rules. After the reporting from KALLXO.com, the Prosecution Ofﬁce in Gjilan
handled disciplinary proceedings against the judge.68

December 6th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article about a TAK ofﬁcial who was given disciplinary
measures after he was caught asking for favors for his family members.69

December 9th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article regarding a post made by the Mayor of Prishtina
stating that a street in Prishtina was being repaved. KALLXO.com had reported
about the difﬁculties that citizens faced in the neighborhood because of the
damaged street.70

62 https://kallxo.com/impakti/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-ujesjellesi-prishtina-rregullon-ujin-ne-nje-lagje-te-fushe-kosoves/
63 https://kallxo.com/lajm/kamerat-e-fshehura-te-kallxo-com-ﬁlmojne-haracin-e-policise-ne-shqiperi-dhe-mal-te-zi/
64 https://kallxo.com/lajm/nje-muaj-pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-shpend-ahmeti-rregullon-shkallet-ne-lagjen-dardania/
65 https://kallxo.com/lajm/video-baste-ilegale-ne-komunen-e-vushtrrise/
66 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/pas-raportimit-ne-kallxo-com-inspektoret-e-atk-se-gjejne-shkelje-ne-nje-subjekt-afarist-2/
67 https://kallxo.com/lajm/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-ipk-grumbullon-informata-per-prezencen-e-policit-gjate-plagosjes-ne-duplex/
68 https://kallxo.com/lajm/skandal-ne-gjykaten-e-gjilanit-gruaja-viktime-e-dhunes-ne-familje-ballafaqohet-me-burrin/
69 https://kallxo.com/impakti/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-zyrtarit-te-atk-se-i-shqiptohet-mase-disiplinore/
70 https://kallxo.com/impakti/komuna-e-prishtines-ﬁllon-asfaltimin-e-rruges-per-te-cilen-kishte-raportuar-kallxo-com/
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December 12th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article regarding the driver of the deputy minister of
the Ministry of Administration and Local Governance, Bashkim Krasniqi, who
traveled to Albania with an ofﬁcial car with four other individuals at a weekend.
The driver was dismissed after the reporting of KALLXO.com.71

December 13th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article regarding a report on the TV program “Justice in
Kosovo” showing footage of operations undertaken by the Kosovo Tax
Administration on tax evasion and undeclared workers.72

December 16th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article regarding a judge in Peja, Syle Lokaj, on whom
disciplinary measures were imposed by the Kosovo Judicial Council after
expressing remorse upon the conviction of the former Mayor of Klina Sokol
Bashota.73

December 19th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article following research revealing that a market in
Ferizaj was selling Serbian products. After the reporting of KALLXO.com, the
Kosovo Customs launched the action to search the store where violations were
found. 74

December 30th, 2019

--

KALLXO.com published an article following a report made by our investigators.
The Special Prosecutor’s Ofﬁce ﬁled an indictment against the Minister of
Agriculture, Nenad Rikallo, and the Secretary of the same Ministry for misuse of
the institutions’ public procurement process.75

71 https://kallxo.com/lajm/raportimi-i-kallxo-com-shkarkon-shoferin-e-zevendesministrit-te-mapl-se/
72 https://kallxo.com/lajm/video-kontrolli-i-inspektoreve-per-punetore-pa-kontrata-ne-qender-tregtare/
73 https://kallxo.com/lajm/e-denoi-sokol-bashoten-duke-ndjere-keqardhje-ndeshkohet-gjykatesi-pasi-raportoi-kallxo-com/
74 https://kallxo.com/lajm/pamje-dogana-ne-aksion-pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-per-shitje-te-plazmave-te-serbise/
75 https://kallxo.com/ligji/hulumtimi-i-kallxo-com-aktakuze-ndaj-nenad-rikallos-dhe-sekretarit-te-ministrise/
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July 17th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported interviews of police ofﬁcers that were arrested in a Police
operation in the North by the Special Prosecution Ofﬁce of Kosovo. After the
report, 19 police ofﬁcers and ten smugglers were arrested in May, part of a large
bribery and smuggling network in the area. In addition, after the report, the
Special Prosecution Ofﬁce of Kosovo interviewed senior government ofﬁcials, as
the company of the Deputy Minister Rexhep Kadriu, who is part of AAK, was
supplying concrete for building the highway. The reportage aired in February and
a decision was issued to proceed with the investigations into the case.38

July 20th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported that the Municipality of Prishtina paid money to buy a
drone at double the market price. The drone with accompanying equipment can
cost between 1,400 and 1,800 euros in the market, while the Municipality paid
3,908 euros.39

July 20th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an investigation revealing that Bekim Hoxha, the
President of the Basketball Club “Rahoveci” may have been in conﬂict of interest
and will have to choose between his post at the Ministry of Agriculture and the
“Rahoveci” Basketball Club. In this case, KALLXO.com found that the new conﬂict
of interest law prohibits all public ofﬁcials from holding leadership positions in
NGOs, including sports clubs. Hoxha himself was contacted by KALLXO.com and
accepted the situation saying that the issue will be addressed at the board
meeting.40

August 1st, 2019 --

KALLXO.com reported that the former NISMA party candidate for Prishtina
Municipality and member of the party's women's forum, Valdete Prebreza, was
employed at the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, which is led by
NISMA Minister Shyqiri Bytyqi. Prebreza declined to say whether her party
membership had an impact on her recruitment.41

August 3rd, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article about an action taken by TAK concerning the
issuance of ﬁscal invoices and combating tax evasion. While carrying out
assessments on these businesses, TAK found many irregularities.42

August 6th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article accompanied with a video in which the Kosovo
Police, under the order of the Prosecutor’s Ofﬁce, raided a gambling store in the
municipality of Vitia, following a footage shot by KALLXO.com. Two casino
premises were also targeted in these raids.43

August 7th, 2019 --

KALLXO.com published an article regarding the arrest of ﬁve individuals in Vitia
over allegations of illegal operation of businesses and gambling.44

38 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/policia-interviston-te-dyshuar-per-betonimin-e-autostrades-nga-familja-e-zevendesministrit-te-aak-se/
39 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dronet-e-shpend-ahmetit-paguhen-dyﬁsh-me-shtrenjte-video/
40 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dyshime-per-konﬂikt-interesi-ne-klubin-e-rahovecit/
41 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/ish-kandidatja-per-asambliste-nga-nisma-punesohet-ne-masht/
42 https://kallxo.com/ligji/skandalbiznesi-i-diskotekave-te-prishtines-zihen-duke-shmangur-tatime/
43 https://kallxo.com/ligji/skandalbiznesi-i-diskotekave-te-prishtines-zihen-duke-shmangur-tatime/
38 https://kallxo.com/shkurt/policia-interviston-te-dyshuar-per-betonimin-e-autostrades-nga-familja-e-zevendesministrit-te-aak-se/
44 https://kallxo.com/ligji/prokuroria/keta-jane-te-arrestuarit-per-bixhoz-ne-viti/
39 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dronet-e-shpend-ahmetit-paguhen-dyﬁsh-me-shtrenjte-video/
40 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/dyshime-per-konﬂikt-interesi-ne-klubin-e-rahovecit/
41 https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/ish-kandidatja-per-asambliste-nga-nisma-punesohet-ne-masht/
42 https://kallxo.com/ligji/skandalbiznesi-i-diskotekave-te-prishtines-zihen-duke-shmangur-tatime/
43 https://kallxo.com/ligji/skandalbiznesi-i-diskotekave-te-prishtines-zihen-duke-shmangur-tatime/
44 https://kallxo.com/ligji/prokuroria/keta-jane-te-arrestuarit-per-bixhoz-ne-viti/
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Media Production: Investigative
Reporting, Analysis and Debate
From January to December 2019, BIRN Kosovo published a total of
27,000 articles on its online anti-corruption platform,
KALLXO.com, including articles in the form of short news, long
analyses, in-depth investigations and fact-checking articles.
During this period, KALLXO.com was able to maintain trust and
credibility, most notably by receiving 2,852 reports from citizens
809 of which were followed-up on by contacting the responsible
institutions and having 79 impacts.

As a result of our continuous investigations based on citizen reporting, KALLXO.com was able to contribute to
improvements in the ﬁght against corruption, identify violators and objectively inform the public on issues
related to corruption, resulting in about 55 people being arrested, two ofﬁcials were convicted on charges of
corruption, ﬁve cases of failure to declare private property identiﬁed, two cases of conﬂict of interest identiﬁed,
one prosecutor ﬁred and three judges and prosecutors handed down disciplinary measures. In addition, more
than 40 cases were opened with local procurement institutions and more than 100,000 euros in ﬁnes were
allocated.
Furthermore, BIRN Kosovo published 160 Krypometër articles on promises made by politicians and other
ofﬁcials, 259 articles in the platform’s “Dossier” section regarding spending of public money by high public
ofﬁcials, the reports of deputy ministers in their ﬁrst 100 days, and public ofﬁcials’ declarations of wealth.
During 2019, BIRN Kosovo launched a sub-section called “KALLXORinia” (KALLXO Youth) publishing articles
produced by youth that have participated in joint training that BIRN and Internews Kosova staff have delivered
for high school students.
Following the tragic earthquake in Albania, BIRN Kosovo and Internews Kosova launched a database to help
channel aid pledged and collected in Kosovo and other regions to families who suffered during and after the
event. 76
Additionally, BIRN Kosovo produced a total of 30 “Life in Kosovo” programs, including 13 electoral debates with
206 guests and 29 “Justice in Kosovo” programs, 11 of them being “Prosecution” reports with a total of 166
guests. In addition, “Justice in Kosovo” has a total of 68,955 followers on Facebook and 22,600 subscribers on
YouTube while “Life in Kosovo” has a total of 63,861 followers on Facebook and 9,380 subscribers on YouTube.

TV:
Jeta në Kosovë/Life in Kosovo

Drejtësia në Kosovë/Justice in Kosovo

Life in Kosovo is a televised program that covers
political, economic, and social affairs in Kosovo. The
program features live debates with state ofﬁcials,
scholars, academics, activists, artists, and students,
among others. Apart from hard-hitting debates, it also
aims to present questions about issues considered
taboo in society. This programme has aired on the
public broadcaster, Radio Television of Kosovo (RTK),
since 2005. The moderator of this program is the
executive director of BIRN Kosovo, Jeta Xharra, who
has been internationally recognized for her
excellence and professionalism in journalism, and
depicted in other high-proﬁle international
newspapers such as The New York Times

Justice in Kosovo has been broadcasting on RTK since
2010. The programme covers issues of justice, police,
and security. The programme is based on court
monitoring and data collected by BIRN Kosovo’s
monitors covering all municipalities in Kosovo. In
addition, like all other media platforms, Justice in
Kosovo also receives reports from whistleblowers and
citizens. This program has been locally and
internationally recognized for combating crime in
Kosovo. The moderator and author of Justice in
Kosovo is BIRN Kosovo’s editor, Kreshnik Gashi. This
program also features televised reports that include
live footage of the Kosovo Police and the Prosecution
handling and processing cases.

76 https://birn.eu.com/news-and-events/birn-kosovo-launches-platform-on-albania-quake-aids/
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WEB: KALLXO.com, Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë, Prishtina
Insight, Kosovo contribution to Balkan Insight and
Balkan Transitional Justice

KALLXO.com is BIRN Kosovo and Internews Kosova’s
fastest-growing product. KALLXO.com is the ﬁrst
anti-corruption platform in Kosovo used for reporting
on corruption, legal violations within public and
private institutions and/or companies, fraud, and
other crimes. In a recent public opinion survey,
KALLXO.com was voted as the second most credible
institution involved in ﬁghting corruption - for the
ﬁfth time in a row - second only to Kosovo Police, and
far ahead of the Kosovo Prosecution or the Kosovo
Anti-Corruption Agency.
KALLXO.com was born as a result of the high crime
rates in our society, and is designed to combat
criminality while remaining sensitive to gender, age,
ethnicity, minorities and other vulnerable groups that
are prone to being manipulated or discriminated
against by Kosovo’s political structures. KALLXO.com
was established to be a multi-ethnic anti-corruption
platform.

KALLXO.com has been locally and internationally
recognized, and is the only media platform in Kosovo
to be certiﬁed by the International Fact-Checking
Network.

KALLXO.com serves as an umbrella for all of our
other media platforms. Under KALLXO.com our two
televised programmes are incorporated, Life in
Kosovo and Justice in Kosovo, our newspaper, Gazeta
Initially, this platform received and investigated Jeta në Kosovë, our Truth-o-Meter/Krypometër, and
reports sent to us by citizens, but soon it transformed our English-based online newspaper, Prishtina
into a ‘bona ﬁde’ source of information as a news Insight.
portal. This transformation came as a result of two
main philosophies of the organization. First, citizens 2019 marks one of the most successful years of BIRN
have the right to be aware of criminality in their Kosovo’s KALLXO.com platform, receiving a total of
societies, and the work of their political 2,900 citizen reports. The reports were translated into
representatives. Because Kosovo state ofﬁcials do not a total of 27,800 articles, marking the largest number
live up to this obligation, KALLXO.com keeps citizens of institutional responses following the reporting of
informed by guaranteeing them a ﬁrst hand look into KALLXO.com.
the decision making and processes of Kosovo
institutions. Second, in a highly corrupt country, 2019 was also marked by various developments that
parallel institutions are complex and difﬁcult to garnered attention from Kosovo civil society, as well
dismantle. As such, public pressure remains a key tool as public institutions. The team of KALLXO.com
to preventing criminality.
continued its activities monitoring the fulﬁllment of
public pledges made by politicians during the 2017
KALLXO.com is made possible by our team of municipal elections, as well as promises made during
journalists, editors, legal advisers, court monitors, and the electoral campaign for the Kosovo parliamentary
producers. These teams conduct ﬁeldwork every day elections which took place on October 6, 2019. The
and offer objective and fact-checked information. In statements and promises were published on the
addition to written articles and legal analysis, Krypometër/Truth-o-Meter section of the platform, in
KALLXO.com also specialized in offering livestreams which a total of 160 articles were published.
of protests and other events of high public interest.
By December 31, 2019, KALLXO.com published a
The multiethnic nature of KALLXO.com is evident in total of 27,800 articles. The platform has a total of
its productions. KALLXO.com is at the service of all 243,069 followers on its ofﬁcial Facebook page and
communities including Albanian, Serbian, Bosnian, 17,600 YouTube subscribers marking an increase of
Turkish, Romani, Ashkali, and Egyptian, among 69,000 Facebook followers and 3,919 YouTube
others. It is the only media in Kosovo to have invited subscribers since 2018. The platform was visited by
members of the political party Serbian List to 40 million viewers/readers in 2019 alone, with an
communicate and discuss political developments in average of 130,000 daily views.
Kosovo.
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Gazeta
JNK

Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë is BIRN Kosovo’s online
Albanian newspaper established in 2011. This
newspaper aims to provide objective information
with high journalistic standards. The newspaper has
been awarded for its contributions, most signiﬁcantly
related to revealing irregularities and the misuse of
public money in Kosovo.

Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë (Life in Kosovo Online Newsmagazine)

Prishtina Insight (PI) is a digital and print magazine
published by BIRN Kosovo in 2008. For 10 years now,
PI covers issues of current affairs, exclusive
investigations, longform features, social and cultural
issues, opinions and essays about Kosovo and the
region.

Prishtina Insight (PI)

BIRN Kosovo, as a member of the larger BIRN
Regional Network, contributes articles to Balkan
Insight and Balkan Transitional Justice. In 2019,
journalists and editors of BIRN Kosovo published
reports and informed the public on developments in
Kosovo politics, business, culture and lifestyle.

Balkan Insight and Balkan Transitional Justice

Some of the highlights of the reporting period of
January-December 2019 include the reporting of
misconduct and violations in the judicial system; the
suspicious tender procedures regarding the Gjilan
highway which ended with a criminal investigation
after our reporting; corruption cases in public
procurement that were ﬁlmed by our team with
hidden cameras; the investigation about the
politicians’ undeclared assets at the Anti-Corruption
Agency; corruption within the Kosovo Police; the
decision of the Kosovo Assembly to ban gambling
stores after which KALLXO.com received an increased
number of reports about gambling stores operating
illegally, etc.
Coverage of Kosovo’s political developments was
dominated by the establishment of the new
government. As for the economic and business
sectors, tourism and import tariffs were some of the
most reported issues. Cuture coverage included
sports developments, music, international travel
guides depicting Kosovo and Albania and ﬁlm, among
others.
Links to articles on Balkan Insight can be found in Annex 1.
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Monitoring & Advocacy
BIRN Kosovo has been working towards increasing the transparency and accountability of public institutions mainly
within the framework of a British Embassy funded project, “Support civil society to increase public oversight and
accountability of Kosovo public institutions”, through two signiﬁcant components of the project, including monitoring
of the Tax Administration of Kosovo and recruitment processes for higher-up positions in Kosovo’s institutions.
The organization also established stronger relationships with institutions such as: the State Prosecutor, the Kosovo
Judicial Council, the Kosovo Police, the Kosovo Police Inspectorate, the Tax Administration of Kosovo and the Trade
Inspectorate of the Ministry of Trade and Industry, by providing them information that resulted in arrests and ﬁnes.
Judicial System – Reports on abuses and violations in the justice system are among the main topics of our reports, which
had a major impact during 2019. One prosecutor, Agron Matjani, was ﬁred, two other prosecutors, Rexhep Maqedonci
and Ramiz Buzhala, and one judge, Syle Lokaj, were each given disciplinary measures, while two other cases involving
prosecutors and judges were opened as a result of our investigations. In addition, our legal ofﬁce monitored a total of
971 court hearings and in May 2019, BIRN Kosovo and Internews Kosova launched the 13th Court Monitoring Report,
bringing together representatives from rule of law institutions and other stakeholders for the launch of the report. Some
of the most important ﬁndings include a fall in the number of resolved cases with verdicts that imposed effective prison
sentences, as well as a fall in verdicts that imposed ﬁnes or parole sentences. On the other hand, there was a drastic
increase in acquittals and cases that were dropped. The report shows that there has been a deterioration in the ﬁght
against corruption in terms of the number of people charged as well as in the number of effective verdicts.
Parliamentary Elections’ Political Campaigns – A total of 71 BIRN Kosovo and Internews Kosova staff monitored the
elections of October 6th, and were constantly reporting from the ﬁeld. A total of 517 articles were published on
KALLXO.com and the legal team submitted a total of 53 complaints, 23 of which were approved and resulted in a total
of 155,100 euros in ﬁnes being handed out to the running political parties that violated the rules and laws applicable
during the electoral campaigns.
Governance and procurement – Citizen reports have resulted in the launching of investigations into the procurement
process for the construction of the Gjilan highway, as well as investigations into several tenders issued in Kosovo. The
Special Prosecutor’s Ofﬁce ﬁled an indictment against the Minister of Agriculture Nenad Rikalo and the Secretary of the
same ministry for mishandling procurement processes, while 17 other criminal investigations were launched following
the investigations of our team into auditing reports.
By using hidden cameras, our team uncovered corruption cases that took place during procurement processes which
were often linked to political ofﬁcials. Among the most ﬂagrant was the footage of MP Hajdar Beqaj’s brother
demanding 33% of a company’s shares to grant an operating license to a businessman in Gjakova. In addition,
KALLXO.com unveiled the fraud scheme that involved a bid of 9 million euros at the Central Procurement Agency, which
was canceled after our reporting. A municipal director in Prizren is now facing charges over the scandal regarding the
failure of former assembly members to return municipal property after the end of their mandate.
Our team also identiﬁed numerous assets that politicians did not declare to the Anti-Corruption Agency, including
Ramush Haradinaj’s advisor, Meliza Haradinaj, who was found guilty. Investigations were also launched into MPs such
as Xhavit Halili and Gani Dreshaj and the mayor of Gjakova, Ardian Gjini, as well as the director of the Decan
Municipality, Nasim Haradinaj.
KALLXO.com also published an investigation regarding a tender in the Municipality of Prizren after a contract by this
institution was unlawfully signed with a company. In this regard, the Prizren Prosecutor’s Ofﬁce ﬁled an indictment
against the chief of procurement in this municipality.
Corruption in the Police – KALLXO.com reported on the police ofﬁcers who were arrested as part of a Police operation
in the North led by the Special Prosecution Ofﬁce of Kosovo. After the report, 19 police ofﬁcers and ten smugglers were
arrested in May, part of a large bribery and smuggling network in the area. In addition, KALLXO.com published an article
about a criminal investigation launched by Montenegro's state authorities following the publication of the TV program
“Justice in Kosovo” in which Montenegrin police and customs ofﬁcers denounced corruption at the border of Murican.
The TV program also addressed the allegations of corruption identiﬁed within the Albanian Police.77

77 https://kallxo.com/lajm/kamerat-e-fshehura-te-kallxo-com-ﬁlmojne-haracin-e-policise-ne-shqiperi-dhe-mal-te-zi/
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Tax Administration
Kosovo (TAK) – During this year, disciplinary action was taken against two Kosovo Tax
Monitoring
& of
Advocacy
Administration ofﬁcials over violations of ofﬁcial duty. In addition, it was discovered that 8 TAK ofﬁcials were also
members of political parties, while another ﬁnding revealed that 30 senior TAK ofﬁcials also had leading positions in
political parties. Some of them resigned from TAK while others left the political parties for their ofﬁcial jobs. In addition,
57 letters were sent to TAK regarding businesses who did not pay their taxes. 106 businesses and companies were ﬁned
with over 100,000 euros in total as a result.
Customer safety – Four major supermarkets were also ﬁned after reports that they were selling alcohol and tobacco to
children were published, while other businesses were also charged for smuggling goods or due to the failure to publicize
the country of origin of the products.
Casino businesses – KALLXO.com uncovered over 20 gambling stores operating illegally in 2019, and by order of the
prosecution, these entities were closed and over 35 people were arrested.
Nepotism in Public Enterprises –During the year, many job vacancies were monitored by KALLXO.com. In many of these
recruitment processes, the candidates were evaluated based on the political party that they are part of rather than their
resume or qualiﬁcations. It was reported that the director of the Tax Administration of Kosovo was selected by raising
the points of his evaluation in order for him to be ﬁrst on the list. It was also found that members of 14 boards of public
enterprises were split between the parties of PDK, AAK and NISMA. Research has revealed that the board of the Post of
Kosovo, the Regional Water Company "Prishtina", the board of "Iber-Lepenc" and others have all been politicized.
At the municipal level, the KALLXO.com team has reported over 300 cases of citizen complaints about municipal
irregularities. The most important are the cases where municipal ofﬁcials have been prosecuted for violating the law.
Monitoring and advocacy links can be found on Annex 2.

Training & Media Development
BIRN Kosovo, in cooperation with its main partner Internews Kosova, trained students of the department of journalism,
professional journalists, court monitors, technical staff, researchers, prosecutors, audits, etc. in different municipalities
of Kosovo covering fake news, fact-checking, basics of investigative journalism, professional investigative journalism,
televised investigations, media ethics, source protection, reporting on terrorism, violent extremism and radicalization,
environmental issues and effective advocacy. More speciﬁcally, 23 trainings were organized by BIRN Kosovo, including
440 participants throughout Kosovo.
Through the EU-funded project “Europeanization of Kosovo’s Environmental Agenda”, BIRN Kosovo with its project
partner the Environmentally Responsible Action Group (ERA) held seven trainings on energy and environmental
advocacy in seven different regions of Kosovo where a total of 212 individuals from civil society, media and journalists
beneﬁted from our activities.
As part of the project “Promoting the role of General Audit in Kosovo” funded by the Embassy of the Kingdom of the
Netherlands, BIRN organized a training for the 23 of its staff members in public relations through social networking.
Within the framework of the project “Fact-checking and Accountable Media” funded by the Norwegian Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, BIRN organized eight two-day trainings with local media outlets from Prizren, North and South
Mitrovica, Gjilan, Gjakova and Ferizaj. As part of this project two two-day training sessions were also held with students
of public and private universities including the University of Prishtina, UBT College, and AAB College. A total of 82
students and 28 individuals were trained in fact-checking, accountable reporting in journalism, investigative journalism
based on IFCN Standards, copyright, resource protection, etc.
In the framework of the project “With Participatory Democracy for a Kosovo without Radicalization” supported by GCERF,
BIRN held four trainings with journalists and university students in different municipalities of Kosovo including
Mitrovica, Ferizaj, and Prishtina. A total of 41 participants from Prishtina, 17 from Ferizaj and 37 from Mitrovica
participated in training on the topics of radicalism, reporting of violent extremism, investigative journalism and ethics.
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As part of the project “Supporting Civil Society to Increase Public Oversight and Accountability of Kosovo’s Public
Institutions” funded by the British Embassy in Kosovo, BIRN held ﬁve debates in different municipalities regarding
institutional compliance with the recommendations by the National Auditing Ofﬁce. A total of 150 individuals
participated in these debates, including public ofﬁcials and civil society.
Furthermore, BIRN Kosovo also contributed by supporting and empowering investigative journalism in Kosovo. A total
of 20 fellowships and 32 sub-grants were awarded to journalists and media outlets through the project “Contribute to
Strengthening Independent, Investigative and Publicly Beneﬁcial Journalism and Freedom of Expression in Kosovo”
supported by European Union, and another seven small grants to civil society/media organizations as part of the “Balkan
Monitoring Public Finances” project funded by the EU. The total number of medium and small grants that BIRN provided
in 2019 is 39.
Through the project “Contribute to Strengthening Independent, Investigative and Publicly Beneﬁcial Journalism and
Freedom of Expression in Kosovo,” BIRN also launched an internship program where 23 journalism and law students
held internships for one to three months in our ofﬁce. In addition, two BIRN grantees won awards from the COHU
organization for the Best Environmental Reporting. Besnik Kransiqi from “Koha Ditore” won ﬁrst place, second place
went to Edona Musa from RTK, and third place was awarded to Drenushe Ramadani from KALLXO.com.
Other activities include the publication of seven reports regarding tax monitoring, municipal spending, recruitment
processes of senior positions in Kosovo institutions, tax administration integrity, municipal procurement and court
monitoring.
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MEDIA PRODUCTION

TV Production
“Life in Kosovo”/ “Jeta në Kosovë (JnK)”
Current Affairs Programme
(2005 - present)
BIRN Kosovo’s ﬂagship television program, Life in Kosovo, focuses on current affairs in Kosovo’s economic,
education, social and political realms. During 2019, Life in Kosovo produced 30 televised debates and had 127
guests/panelists.
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LIFE IN KOSOVO

January 10th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode about children’s health services in schools and the institutional
efforts to improve the services, giving details on the types of food and drinks that children eat and drink
at schools on a daily basis. Guest speakers included Shyqiri Bytyci – Minister of Education, Jonuz Salihaj
– Director of Education in Prishtina, Agron Gashi – Head of the Nutrition and Health Sector in UNICEF,
Rajmonda Dreshaj Hyseni – Parent, and Astrit Panxha – Representative of Kosovo Manufacturing Club.
January 17th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode with the leader of the Prosecutorial Council of Kosovo – Bahri
Hyseni, who gave his views on the challenges of keeping prosecutors accountable and also protecting
them from political inﬂuence. He also discussed the wire tapping issues in the “Pronto” case and
discussed prosecutor Elez Blakaj, who resigned from his position after being assigned an investigation
into allegations over fake registration of individuals to Kosovo's veteran lists.

January 24th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding the regression and losses of Kosovo’s pension fund
with guest speakers as Adrian Zalli – Director of Kosovo Pension Savings (KPST), Ruzhdi Morina –
Board Chairman of (KPST), Besnik Bislimi – Vice-President of Vetevendosje and Finance Professor at
RIT Kosovo, and Hekuran Murati – Financial Analyst. In addition,an investigation into the selection
process for the position of director of the Clinic of Gynecology at UCCK was also aired during this
episode.
February 7th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an interview with the Minister of Finance in Kosovo, Bedri Hamza, who
discussed the management of public money, the raise in wages, relations of the country’s government
with large scale contracted companies, the new director of the Tax Administration in Kosovo, and other
key ﬁnancial issues of public interest.

February 14th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding fake news where an interview with a Kosovo citizen
who is involved in the production of fake news was also broadcasted. Well-known journalists Agron
Bajrami – Editor in Chief of Koha Ditore, Arta Berisha – Freelance Journalist and Lecturer, Kreshnik
Gashi – Editor in Chief of KALLXO.com, Jeton Mehmeti – GAP Institute, Alban Muhaxheri – Editor at
IndeksOnline discussed the phenomenon of fake news and potential mechanisms for its prevention. In
the second half of the program, an interview with Georgi Lazarevski – Whistleblowing Award Winner
in Macedonia, was also aired.
February 21st, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an interview with Jamie Shea – the former spokesman of NATO on the 20th
anniversary of NATO bombings during the war in Kosovo. He discussed the bombing and the new
Kosovo perspective towards international integration and Kosovo’s army.
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LIFE IN KOSOVO

February 28th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding the construction of a new hydropower plant in Peja.
Guest speakers were: Fatmir Matoshi – Minister of Environment and Spatial Planning, Valdrin Lluka –
Minister of Economic Development, Gazmend Muhaxheri – Mayor of Peja, Afrim Ajvazi – Representative from the ERO, Adriatik Gacaferri – Civil Society, and Viktor Berishaj – Investigator.
March 7th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an interview with Skender Cocaj, the new Head of Kosovo Judicial Council,
who discussed his plans for handling cases involving sexual harassment, domestic violence ad property
law, as well as political affairs related to the judicial system.
March 14th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an interview with the ﬁrst independent candidate for president in North
Macedonia – Blerim Reka, who discussed the aims of the candidacy, his multiethnic leadership
program, politics in Macedonia and the political reality in Kosovo and Albania.
March 28th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an interview with Kosovo’s Prime Minsiter Ramush Haradinaj who discussed
political employment processes and the scandal related to the prosecutor Rexhep Macedonci, a report
of sexual harassment made against him, and the customs tariff that was in place against Serbia.
April 4th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an open debate regarding women in trust-building and deal-making
processes. The guests were: Adrian Arifaj – Political Advisor of the Kosovo President, Igballe Rogova –
Executive Director of Kosovo Women’s Network, Tatjana Lazarevic – Editor of Kossev portal, and Naim
Rashiti – Executive Director of Balkans Policy Research Group. Around 200 audience members also
participated in the debate.
April 11th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an open debate regarding environment and waste management, taking
place in the Municipality of Peja. The debate took place at the public yard Haxhi Zeka Mill, with panelists: Gazmend Muhaxheri – the Mayor of Peja, Milena Zdravkovic – Deputy Minister of Environment,
Fatmir Morina – Director of the National Park “Bjeshket e Nemuna”, Fatos Lajqi – an Environment
activist with ERA, Jelena Djokic – a Professor of Waste Management in Mitrovica, and Dajana Berisha –
KOSID (Kosovo Civil Society Consortium for Sustainable Development). Around 80 audience members
participated in the debate.
April 18th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an open debate in the Municipality of Prizren covering the topic of societal
reconciliation and religious tolerance. The debate took place in the center of Prizren, since it is
surrounded by religious buildings such as churches and mosques, more speciﬁcally, at the square
“Sheshi i Deshmoreve”. The panel included: Mytaher Haskuka – the Mayor of Prizren, Lutﬁ Ballek – an
Imam, Ilarion Luipovic- an Orthodox priest, Abedin Shehu – Sheh, Besa Ismaili – Professor at the Faculty of Islamic Studies, and a married couple of two different religions, Agnesa Cipa–Laci and Bujar Laci.
Around 70 audience members participated in the debate.

LIFE IN KOSOVO

April 25th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an open debate held in Gjilan’s city theater regarding the economic development and unemployment. The panel included entrepreneurs, tech experts, politicians and business
owners in Kosovo such as: Arta Shehu Zaimi – founder of jCoders Academy, Mergim Cahani – founder
of Gjirafa, Isak Vorgucic – owner of the beer company Pivdjan in Gracanica, Erolld Belegu – the Prime
Minister’s Economic Advisor, and Nenad Rasic from the Center for Local Economic Development and a
Kosovo Serb politician. Around 40 audience members participated in the debate.

May 2nd, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an open debate held in Prishtina as part of the Youth Assembly activity
organized by the UN. The guest panelists included: Shyqri Bytyci – Minister of Education, Science and
Technology in Kosovo, Valdrin Lluka - Minister of Economic Development, Vladimir Zivkovic – NGO
Helvetas Swiss Intercooperation, Shpresa Agushi – NGO RROGRAEK, Trina Binaku – YIHR, Eurisa
Rukovci – Founder of “SHNET”, an online application for sexual education. Around 200 audience members participated in the debate.
May 9th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an open debate held in the North Mitrovica, regarding the access to documents. The panel included: Enver Peci – Head of the Supreme Court, Lavdim Krasniqi – Director of KPC
Secretariat, Blerim Camaj – Director of the Civil Registration Agency, Milica Andric Rakic - Portal
Kosova Sever, Nenad Radosavljevic – TV Mir, Dejan Vasic – Lawyer. Around 20 audience members
participated in the debate.
May 16th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an interview with the Chairman of the Kosovo Assembly – Kadri Veseli, who
discussed his relationship with Kosovo’s President and its Prime Minister, nepotism in public institutions, and the initiative for the creation of the court on Serbian war crimes.
May 23th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an open debate held in Prishtina. The panel included: Haki Abazi – Regional
analyst from Kosovo, Sonja Biserko – Regional analyst from Serbia, Ardian Arifaj – Advisor to President
of Kosovo, Rada Trajkovic – Kosovo Serb politician, and Vjosa Osmani – LDK Member of Kosovo Parliament. The panelists discussed Kosovo’s political position both 20 years after the war and following
April’s Berlin Summit hosted by the German Chancellor Angela Merkel and French President Emmanuel
Macron, where issues of the dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia were discussed. Around 30 audience
members participated in the debate.
May 30, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an open debate held in Kamenica, at the city’s theater. The debate included
guest panelists as: Qendron Kastrati – Mayor of the Municipality of Kamenica, Bojan Stamenkovic –
Deputy Mayor of the Municipality of Kamenica, Silvija Raskovic – a Communities and Returns Ofﬁcer in
the Municipality of Klina, Tahire Gashi – a civil society activist and head of NGO Zana, Dragisa Jeremic
– an orthodox priest from Kamenica. The panelists discussed their experiences living in a community
shared between Kosovo Albanians, Serbs and Roma, as the fading of ethnic hostilities between Albanians and Serbs is visible in the Municipality of Kamenica, despite around two decades of tense
relations existing between these local communities. Around 20 audience members participated in the
debate.
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June 13th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted a town-hall debate discussing sexual violence during wartime and the
rights of these victims. The debate included the participation of Feride Rushiti – The Kosovo Rehabilitation Center for Torture Victims, Drita Hajdari – Special Prosecutor, Minire Begaj – The Government
Commission on the Recognition and Veriﬁcation of the Status of Victims of Sexual Violence, Edi Gusia
– Director at the Agency for Gender Equality, Naﬁ Krasniqi – the brother of Vasﬁje Krasniqi, a wartime
survivor of sexual violence, and Tom Adams – the Deputy Ambassador of the British Embassy.
SEPTEMBER
During September, under the #DebateforReal title, BIRN Kosovo and I/KS organized three live debates
with former ministers on 1) foreign policy and security78, 2) economy and ﬁnance79 and 3) education.80
Over four consecutive nights, from September 26th to 29th, in the run-up to Kosovo’s parliamentary
elections on October 6th, BIRN Kosovo invited all candidates for prime minister to appear on the “Life
in Kosovo” televised debate program. Albin Kurti of Vetevendosje,81 Ramush Haradinaj82 from the coalition between the Alliance for the Future of Kosovo (AAK) and the Social Democratic Party (PSD), Vjosa
Osmani83 of the Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK), and Fatmir Limaj84 from the coalition between
NISMA, the New Kosovo Alliance (AKR) and the Justice Party (PD) all appeared in the debates.
Furthermore, two debates were organized focusing particularly on tariffs and foreign policy85 and
economy and employment,86 which included MP candidates from each running party. In cooperation
with Serbian local media, nine debates were aired in the Serbian language on TV Mreža and nine of
them were broadcasted in the Serbian language on RTV Mir. The televised debates had a total of
847,735 views.
October 10th, 2019:
: Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding the expectations from the new government, with
experts discussing the programs of political parties regarding different ﬁelds such as development,
security, justice, economy, education, and health presented in the 10 days of the pre-election campaign
seen in the #DebateForReal programs. Panelists of the debate were Besnik Vasolli – Development
Expert, Besa Kabashi Ramaj – Security Expert, Bashkim Ibishi – Community Expert, Lulzim Emini –
Health Expert, Daﬁna Krasniqi – Youth Task Force, and Labinot Leposhtica – BIRN Kosovo’s Legal
Ofﬁce Coordinator.
October 17th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding the hydropower plants being built on the Lepenc
River in the Sharri Mountains. Ofﬁcials from the Ministry of Environment and Spatial Planning, the
investor of ‘MATKOS Group’, the Kosovo Police, civil society representatives, and residents of the area
gathered to discuss the pressing issues addressed during the debate.

78 https://www.facebook.com/kallxo/videos/960772554267028/
79 https://www.facebook.com/kallxo/videos/768191743614962/
80 https://www.facebook.com/kallxo/videos/701380196993191/
81 https://www.facebook.com/kallxo/videos/447432815868214/
82 https://www.facebook.com/kallxo/videos/2108563172780276/
83 https://www.facebook.com/kallxo/videos/1955492151220001/
84 https://www.facebook.com/kallxo/videos/671505276675589/
85 https://www.facebook.com/kallxo/videos/2332355103530389/
86 https://www.facebook.com/kallxo/videos/515294262656914/
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October 24th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode debate regarding the theft of votes inside polling stations. The
invited panelists including Valdete Daka – Head of Central Election Commission, Florent Spahija –
Democracy in Action, Laura Pula – Kosovo Prosecutor’s Ofﬁce and Gyltene Sylejmani – ECAP, who
discussed the latest issues in the voting process, raising questions over whether those responsible
should be prosecuted, the vote recounting process, the diaspora voting and delays, the votes from
Serbia, etc.
October 31st, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding the suspicious death of Astrit Dehari, questioning
Kosovo’s rule of law and the responsibility of the prosecution and other public institutions regarding
the case. The panel consisted of Besim Kelmendi – Kosovo Prosecution, Riza Shillova – Kosovo Police,
Hilmi Jashari – Kosovo’s Ombudsperson, Rifat Marmullaku – former Policeman, Fatmire Haliti - Kosova
Rehabilitation Center for Torture Victims (KRCT), Kreshnik Gashi – Editor in Chief of KALLXO.com.
November 7th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding the topic of professional education, with panelists
including Valbona Fetiu Mjeku – Head of Professional Education Division, Berat Lahu – Representative
of Private Businesses, Leonita Luzha – Representative of a training center for a mechanics company
that builds elevators, Edona Nahi – Representative of Vocational Training in GIZ, Bleron Morina – High
School student, and Naim Zogaj – Principal of the School of Competence in Malisheva. The guest
panelists discussed internships and professional training for young people, the professional technical
schools in Kosovo, private businesses and private schools, etc.
November 21nd, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an interview with Isa Mustafa – the head of the Democratic League of
Kosovo (LDK), who spoke about the potential coalition with Vetevendosje. During the second half of
the show, a debate regarding state administration reform concerning the employment of public
ofﬁcials and the favoritism granted to relatives by individuals with power. The panel consisted of Visar
Rushiti – Democracy Plus, Burim Tahiri – Advisor at Kosovo’s Ombudsperson Institution, Safet Berisha
– the National Audit Ofﬁce, Driton Selmanaj – Deputy at LDK Party, Arberie Nagavci – Deputy at Vetevendosje and Naser Shamolli – Ministry of Public Administration.
November 28th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted an interview with deputy leader of the Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK)
– Vjosa Osmani, who was also the party’s candidate for Prime Minister. Vjosa Osmani spoke about the
process of forming a coalition with Vetevendosje, her expectations from the new government, its
program and the reasons why she did not win the elections. The second part of the show was a debate
regarding the earthquake in Albania, where panelists including Flamur Gashi – Advisor at Albanian
Presidency, Kreshnik Gashi – Editor in Chief of KALLXO.com, Venera Goxha – PhD of Architecture and
Management of Urban Planning, and Misin Misini – an engineering professor, discussed the measures
taken after the earthquake and the preparations of both Albania and Kosovo for such emergencies.
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December 5th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted a documentary regarding the Rilindja archive and its mysteries. Rilindja,
which was the ﬁrst publishing house in Kosovo, is in danger of its archive being destroyed. The documentary was produced by Ervina Halili who has developed an oral history of writers and what has
happened over the last 20 years since Rilindja was closed. Participating in the debate were: Granit Kuqi
– the Kosovo Privatization Agency, Ruxhdi Panxha – the Kosovo Archives, Ervina Halili – author of the
documentary, and Nazmi Rrahmani – writer and former editor at Rilindja.
December 12th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted two interviews with the candidate for Prime Minister – Albin Kurti and the
US Ambassador – Philip Kosnett. Albin Kurti discussed the formation of the new government with LDK
and its priorities. On the other hand, the US Ambassador Philip Kosnett spoke about the US stance on
the Kosovo-Serbia dialogue, the new government, and other political issues.
December 26th, 2019:
Life in Kosovo broadcasted a summary of events that marked the year 2019 in the TV show, including
the best topics of the year that were investigated by the program’s team. In 2019, a total of 30 shows
and debates on various topics were transmitted.

2019 Fast Facts:
Frequency: Weekly –Thursdays 8:20 p.m.

YouTube Views:

1,177,250
YouTube Watch Time (hours) :

258,764
The list of all televised programs can be found on Annex 3.

JUSTICE IN KOSOVO

TV PRODUCTION
Justice in Kosovo /
Drejtësia në Kosovë (DnK)
The TV program Justice in Kosovo brings in-depth investigations
on cases related to criminal justice, with the aim of exerting
pressure on relevant institutions to take measures and ﬁx existing
problems. Justice in Kosovo takes the information from BIRN
Kosovo’s court monitors, who cover 27 municipalities across
Kosovo, and beneﬁts from an agreement with the Kosovo Police
that allows the JnK team to ﬁlm the police and prosecution in
action.

January
11th, 2019

In 2019, Justice in Kosovo produced 29 programs, including the
two series “Prosecution” and “Police”, with a total of 166 guests
across the 29 programs. It is important to note that according to an
UBO Consulting public opinion poll, the “Prosecution” TV
reportages have increased the trust of citizens towards the State
Prosecution from 7% to 10% by giving them insight into the
operation of this institution.

Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode related to the connections between the Kosovo Police and smuggling
networks in the North of Kosovo. The show contained footage of evidence that such connections exist

January 18th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted a continuation of the previous investigation with further evidence of illegal
smuggling in the North of Kosovo’s municipalities.

January 25th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode with footage from around 20 shops across 6 cities of Kosovo. In three
cases, it was found that the store ETC violated the Law on Consumer Protection by allowing the sale of tobacco
and alcohol to minors.

February 1st, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode detailing how a company owned by the cousin of Rexhep Kadriu, the
Deputy Infrastructure Minister, was contracted to build the highway from Prishtina to Gjilan. Justice in Kosovo
cameramen ﬁlmed the trucks of Kadriu’s company while sending the concrete to the highway. The investigation
shows how the contracts and spending of public money is connected to the rulers of the AAK party.

February 8th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode about a young person who was arrested because he threatened
Kosovo’s Prime Minister, Ramush Haradinaj, on social media. Inhabitants of the village where the arrested
person lives expressed their thoughts and opinions towards the case. The show includes interviews with two
lawyers who represented people who are being investigated for publishing propaganda videos and pictures on
social media. The show also brings evidence that there are no curriculums at schools to raise students’
awareness on social media.
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February 8th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode about a young person who was arrested because he threatened
Kosovo’s Prime Minister, Ramush Haradinaj, on social media. Inhabitants of the village where the arrested
person lives expressed their thoughts and opinions towards the case. The show includes interviews with two
lawyers who represented people who are being investigated for publishing propaganda videos and pictures on
social media. The show also brings evidence that there are no curriculums at schools to raise students’
awareness on social media.

February 19th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode on the involvement of a KSF member in a case involving sexual
violence. The show brings details of how the prosecution came to ﬁnd that the KSF member was involved in
committing sexual violence against a minor in the Municipality of Kllokot, and his arrest by the Police.

March 1st, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode on the ﬁght against drugs, bringing research on public safety and drug
use. Our team found that the state prosecutor is charging drug users with criminal offenses, but in some cases
the accused are being released because they are family members of state ofﬁcials.

March 8th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode on an exclusive confession of a woman after her husband was
arrested on suspicion of selling their child. The victim wanted to share her story with our team, claiming that
she has lost the conﬁdence in the country’s justice institutions.

March 15th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo show broadcasted an episode on a murder that took place because of a property dispute. The
story was about a person who had problems selling his property. Attempting to resolve the issue of property
sale in the courts was futile and the dispute became after disagreements arose. The program looks into the
case, how it happened and how the state prosecutor's ofﬁce is conducting its investigations, in order to inform
the public about how the police and the prosecution are able to resolve such cases.

March 29th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode with an exclusive story of the families of some of the people who
have joined foreign wars and the treatment they are receiving from responsible institutions.

April 5th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode comprising research concerning to what extent public ofﬁcials have
met their legal obligations to register their property jointly with their spouse, involving interviews with several
senior ofﬁcials, policymakers and judicial ofﬁcers that were part of the research.

April 12th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode on Kosovo Assembly affairs and scandals from the past year, which
included evidence that friends and family of Kosovo political parties like PDK, AAK and NISMA were being hired
to high ofﬁcial positions by using their political networks.
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April 19th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding drugs that were discovered in a Ferizaj repository. Drugs
were destined for Switzerland, and the keeper of the warehouse knew nothing about the hidden drugs.

April 26th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding the women and children who have returned from Syria. The
program included an exclusive interview with the National Coordinator Against Extremism and Terrorism, Fatos
Makolli, who spoke about his work. Our team took footage from the organization, which has dealt with the
return of 110 Kosovo citizens from the war in Syria.

May 10th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode addressing issues regarding suspicious prosecutorial bodies in
Gjakova. The reportage reveals footage of prosecutor Ramiz Buzhala meeting a family member of an injured
employee to discuss the options for the victim to “retire” from the case so the business owner would receive a
lesser sentence.

May 17th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding the businessman Hajdar Podrimaj who has presented
evidence which, according to him, shows that the brother of a PDK MP, Hajdar Beqa, requested 33% of the
company's shares to bid for an auction in the Municipality of Gjakova.

May 24th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode addressing suspicions of money laundering and millions of euros in
transactions from Skenderaj to Turkish banks, which was not being investigated by the State Prosecution. Data
was provided casually during a ﬁnancial investigation into a suspected drug transport group by the
KALLXO.com team.

May 31st, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode about smuggling networks in the North of Mitrovica. The story
included the most interesting events of the action, including: police wounding, ﬁre exchanges between police
and Serbs behind barricades, removing armoured barricades, the arrest of an UNMIK ofﬁcer, arrests of police
ofﬁcers inside police stations, ongoing attacks on police by criminal groups, etc.

October 12th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode on illegal casinos in Gjakova. The show's researchers used hidden
cameras ﬁlming gambling businesses at 9 locations in the city of Gjakova, which show the built online gambling
scheme developed in the city cafeterias. Other footage shows classic gambling and casino games operating in
hidden locations within basements and invisible venues in the city and the illegal gambling in Gjakova’s
Çarshia, as well as betting premises disguised as confectionery shops in the city of Gjakova.
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October 21st, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode about the Gjilan Prosecutor's Ofﬁce operation in collaboration with
the police for the closure of illegal gambling cafes. The footage depicts the moment a bar employee puts 10
euros on the TV, which is used to play illegal gambling. Another gambling scheme observed at this location,
was ﬁnding out that slot machine computers, formerly used and known as casino machines, were connected to
television sets. Hundreds of such devices are believed to have been adapted to this form as the team
encountered at least 3 locations where they ﬁlmed this using hidden cameras. Another 2 illegal gambling
locations were closed in Vitia, which used the same methods.

November 1st, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an operation of the Kosovo Police Inspectorate and the Prosecutor's Ofﬁce of
Ferizaj, who arrested two police ofﬁcers who were caught taking bribes. The chief prosecutor in Ferizaj, Shukri
Jashari, discusses the amount of money and the reason it was requested. In the second part of 'Justice in
Kosovo', the property battle of Teuta Xhakija was discussed, a woman from Prishtina who is still facing court
procedures to try to keep the apartment she claims belongs to her.

November 8th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode on the arrest of persons involved in the sale of fake diplomas. The
show features footage of negotiations and fees for fake diplomas, as well as footage of the arrest of ﬁve persons
involved in their sale. During the second half, footage is shown of the Kosovo Tax Administration searching
businesses in the Mitrovica region. These businesses were checked after citizen’s reports to KALLXO.com
claimed that they do not issue ﬁscal vouchers and retain unregistered workers on their payroll for tax purposes.

November 15, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode of how Albanian and Montenegrin police take money from Kosovo
tourist companies at the Albania-Montenegro border. The show broadcasts proof of money being delivered, bus
driver confessions, hidden camera footage and other statements. In addition, the show broadcasts exclusive
interviews with Deputy Police Commander of Montenegro Police, Vesko Damjanovic.

November 23, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode about the large network of gambling in the Municipality of Vushtrri.
The show features footage of the team's hidden cameras ﬁlming locations in Vushtrri where bets were being
played. The second part of the show concerned fake news and its impact on our society.

November 25, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode on the confession of Teuta Xhakia, who is currently ﬁghting in the
courts to win ownership rights to the apartment where she lived with her parents since she was born. This
procedure has been ongoing for 12 years and still is not resolved between her and her siblings. She discusses
the difﬁculties that she experienced through the years to gain the right to this apartment.
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November 29, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode on employment in state institutions by the government. Many
contests and appointments have been made since Prime Minister Ramush Haradinaj's resignation in July this
year. Experts and MPs discussed these appointments during the show. In the second half, a report on how
municipalities in Kosovo lack the funds to address sensitive issues related to the de-radicalization of young
people and how to curb mass migration of Kosovo’s youth.

December 6th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode regarding the Prosecution’s ﬁght against fortune-telling and
businesses related to the privatization of socially-owned properties. Interviews with Sabri Kryeziu, the lawyer
for two companies that are located on the property concerned were aired, alongside footage of clashes between
the parties and evidence of the Prishtina Court’s dubious rulings. The show also broadcasted the State
Prosecutor’s Ofﬁce taking legal action against fortune tellers in Prizren.

December 16th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted an episode covering the investigation of tax evasion by mobile shops. In addition,
the show addressed the issues currently faced within the Kosovo Bar Association.

December 27th, 2019
Justice in Kosovo broadcasted the last episode of the year regarding the murder of Shkodran Bytyqi from the
Municipality of Ferizaj on December 8, 2019.
The list of all televised episodes can be found on Annex 4.

2019 Fast Facts:
Frequency: Weekly: Fridays at 10:30 pm.

YouTube Views:

7,730,472
YouTube Watch Time (hours) :

630,999
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Web Production
KALLXO.com

( FROM 2013 TO DATE )
Kallxo.com is an anti-corruption platform through which BIRN Kosovo and Internews Kosova offer
citizens the opportunity to report instances of corruption, fraud, conﬂict of interest and irregularities
within the public services. BIRN Kosovo journalists contribute to this platform with daily short news
and in-depth analysis and ﬁndings.
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During 2019, KALLXO.com received a total of 2,852 reports from citizens. Our team followed up 809
reports with relevant institutions, verifying 619 of them. There were 35 invalid/false reports, 155 with
lack of evidence, while 79 were marked with having an impact after they were followed up.
Furthermore, during 2019 KALLXO.com published a total of 27,800 articles. The platform had a total of
243,069 followers on its ofﬁcial Facebook page and 17,600 YouTube subscribers marking an increase of
69,000 Facebook followers and 3,919 YouTube subscribers from 2018. The platform was visited by 40
million viewers in 2019 alone, with an average of 130,000 daily views.

2019
FAST FACTS

Web page views:

47,849,232

Web unique page views:

35,195,208
Average monthly users:

707,431

Average daily page views:

130,000

YouTube Video Views:

7,234,487

YouTube Watch Time::

264,487 hours
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Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë
(from 2011 to date)

During 2018, Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published in-depth investigations and opinions that touched many spheres
of everyday life in Kosovo, such as education, health, delivery of the public services, culture, and art.

January 18, 2019
Bechtel-Enka has not yet reported to the Ministry about the delays on the ‘Arber Xhaferi’ highway
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding Bechtel–Enka, which had not reported delays in
the construction of the “Arber Xhaferi” highway to the Ministry. Despite the extension of the deadline for ﬁnishing
the work on the highway, the Turkish-American consortium Bechtel-Enka failed to complete the last segment of
the highway, which was scheduled to be ﬁnished on December 31, 2018.

January 19, 2019
The Re-assessment of the tender for the water-supply of Dragash, a hindrance to start the work
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding a tender in the Municipality of Dragash. After a
complaint by the Economic Operators “Puna” and “Infra Plus” in Prizren, the Municipality of Dragash was not able
to start a project working on the main water supply after the Procurement Review Body canceled the
announcement of the contracted operator. Our team is following the stages of this tender, which cannot be
ﬁnalized due to legal violations in the tender itself, which covers 15 villages in the Municipality of Dragash.

January 19, 2019
The Government demands to buy Serbian products such as 'Plazma, Eurokrem and Argeta
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published another in-depth article regarding a request made by the Central Procurement
Agency. The Agency requested to buy Serbian products to supply some institutions, despite the fact that the
Kosovo Government imposed a 100% customs tariff on imported goods from Serbia.

January 19, 2019
Government starts planning for Dukagjini’s 1 billion euro highway amid numerous public sector strikes
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding a new government plan to build another highway
in the Dukagjini region. The Kosovo Government has made it public that they aim to build a highway at a time
when the need for emergency investments on health and education is great. According to the investigation, the
estimated cost of the new planned highway, which would link Istog with Prizren, is about 600 million euros.
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January 26, 2019
Gambling with the Future
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an article with an infographic about the gambling industries in Albania and
Kosovo, while the governments of both countries have different approaches in preventing the harmful effects of
gambling. On January 1, about 7,000 employees in Albania lost their jobs after the Albanian government passed
a law forbidding all forms of gambling within the country. On the other hand, there was an increase of gambling
activities in Kosovo. The Kosovo Tax Administration (TAK) conﬁrmed that out of nine businesses in the gambling
industry who applied for a license for operation during 2018 and 2019, three out of four of them are from Albania
and each was given approval. According to TAK, the institutions who are involved in gambling paid about 15.8
million euros in tax in 2018 alone.

February 2, 2019
The strange bid of thousands of euros for the mayor’s Facebook
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article on the social media of the mayor of Ferizaj, Agim Aliu, costing
18,000 euros. The Municipality of Ferizaj announced the tender last year for the “Administration of theMayor’s
Proﬁle on Social Networks” to the amount of 750 euros per month, for a period of two years. The beneﬁciary of
this contract was the company “Shendet Aliu B.I”from Ferizaj, with Shendet Aliu as the owner, who is the nephew
of the Urbanism director, Lulzim Aliu. The article describes the reasons that this vacancy was not published, and
also the reaction of different organizations including INPO and the opposition party in Ferizaj, LDK, which stated
that the above mentioned vacancy was planned to be published.

February 22, 2019
The government spent about 850 thousand euros for the 10th anniversary of independence
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding the documents of the Ministry of Culture, Youth
and Sports requested by our team in which it was found that the Government of Kosovo spent 842,679,000 euros
for celebrations of the 10th anniversary of independence.

March 15, 2019
A patient with leukemia requires treatment, the country provided healing opportunities for wealthy rulers
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding a patient with leukemia who needed help from the
government for treatment. The article also includes an infographic showing the amount of money given by the
government to public ofﬁcials for their health care but also the wealth of these ofﬁcials.

April 3, 2019
Suspicion of conﬂict of interest, MCYS asks Sinan Kajtazi about the money he received for the show ‘O.Taka’
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding the ﬁndings of our team about the conﬂict of
interest which led to a case against a member of the board at the Municipality of Culture, Youth and Sports
(MCYS). The suspicions over the existence of the conﬂict of interest led the MCYS to ask Sinan Kajtazi, a ballet
dancer of the National Ballet of Kosovo, to pay back the money for the show “O.Taka” after the same Ministry had
provided money to him for its production.
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April 13, 2019
About 1 thousand students leave school
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding the ﬁndings of the Ministry of Education, stating
that about 1,000 students have left school. The infographic in the article shows the number of students that left
school in every municipality. According to data from the Ministry of Education, Science and Technology, during
the ﬁrst half of the year 2018/2019 there were 996 students who have dropped out of school, out of which 769
were boys and 227 girls. Among the municipalities that had the highest number of students who dropped out of
education were: Peja with 140 students, Malisheva with 130, Prishtina with 125 and Gjakova with 117. On the
other hand, the municipalities that had the lowest number of drop-outs were Shtime, Suhareka and Fushe Kosova.

April 22, 2019
Haradinaj government does not stop with the phones, spending more than the government of Isa Mustafa
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding Ramush Haradinaj’s government which spent over
3.2 million euros on mobile phones and calls in 2018 alone. The reason for the increased telephone expenditures
seems to be the increased number of ministers, deputy ministers, advisors, etc.

June 4, 2019
Haradinaj government doesn’t get out of planes, spending more on travel
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding the Haradinaj government’s spending on travel
over the last three years, where it was found that in 2018 the government spent 12,537,0000 euros.

June 27, 2019
'All backwards', employment falls and unemployment rises
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding the decline of employment in 2019, where it was
found that during January-March 2019 1,354 more people were unemployed in Kosovo than in the same period
in 2018.

July 15, 2019
The new director of the Gjakova Hospital has received tenders from this institution throughout the years
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding Sabahudin Bytyci, the director of the regional
hospital in Gjakova, who won several tenders with his private business NTP “Gimmi” for providing the hospital
with medical equipment.

August 21, 2019
Telecom Crisis: Ramush Haradinaj's sister-in-law orders 305 luxury phones before elections
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article about the request made by Ramush Haradinaj’s sister-in-law,
for which Kosovo Telecom planned to spend 207,000euros on the purchase of 305 smartphones.
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September 12, 2019
AAK's Bali Muharremaj awards 1.7m euros to chief of party Blerim Kuci
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding Blerim Kuci, the vice president of AAK, who won a
1.7 million euro tender in the run-up to the elections by the Municipality of Suhareka led by his co-party member,
Bali Muharremaj.

November 18, 2019
Kosovo's EU integration perspective
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding the perspective of Kosovo towards EU integration
including the progress of the Ministry of European Integration, the normalization of Kosovo-Serbia relations, and
the implementation of the ERA criteria, addressing the ﬁndings of the EU country report for Kosovo and
developing programming capacities for absorbing EU assistance.

December 9, 2019
Ignorant, poor and isolated, but happy
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article ﬁnding that despite the poor state of the education system,
82% of Kosovar students reported being satisﬁed with their lives, much more than students from OECD countries,
which are the most developed countries in the world.

December 23, 2019
Srebrenica, Recak and the triumph of lies
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding the massacre of Srebrenica and Recak in Kosovo
during 1999 which, according to the Serbian President Vucic, were all fabricated while international courts found
the crimes in Srbrenica to be genocide.

December 24, 2019
Salaries 'on duty': About 700,000 euros for Haradinaj's government since he resigned
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë published an in-depth article regarding the spending of the Haradinaj government
including the spending of the Ofﬁce of the Prime Minister, the ofﬁces of the ﬁve deputy prime ministers, 18
ministers, and 75 deputy ministers; a total of 700,000 euros.
Links to the articles can be found on Annex 5.
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Krypometër
Krypometër was launched in December 2016 on the International Day Against Corruption, marking the launch of the ﬁrst fact-checking tool in Kosovo that assesses
the veracity of statements by state institutions and politicians. On January 14, 2019,
the International Fact-Checking Network, IFCN, granted BIRN’s Krypometër tool an
extended license to operate after a careful assessment of the work of this product. 87
BIRN Kosovo continued maintaining and developing the
fact-checking tool Krypometër on its popular
accountability platform, KALLXO.com. Based on a
practice widely used in developed democracies, the site
fact-checks recent declarations from political parties and
public ofﬁcials, and compares their previous statements
and promises with actual legislation or policies that they
implement. The tool uses the internet to promote
improved standards of democratic political culture by
enabling ordinary citizens to learn more about the
performance of their politicians and elected ofﬁcials, and
to better understand that government is not an
unquestionable authority, but a public service.
In this regard, our journalists continuously record
statements made in parliamentary meetings, TV shows,
roundtables and conferences, but Krypometër also offers
another type of analysis. Our editors not only label
statements as pass or fail but they rather evaluate
statements whether they are true, partial-true, lie, or
even change of attitude, followed with explanations for
each evaluation.

In this regard, our journalists continuously record
statements made in parliamentary meetings, TV
shows, roundtables and conferences, but
Krypometër also offers another type of analysis.
Our editors not only label statements as pass or fail
but they rather evaluate statements whether they
are true, partial-true, lie, or even change of
attitude, followed with explanations for each
evaluation.
The team of KALLXO.com continued its activity,
monitoring the fulﬁllment of public pledges made
by politicians during the 2017 Municipal Elections,
as well as promises made during the electoral
campaign for the Kosovo Parliamentary Elections
which took place on October 6, 2019. The
statements and promises were published on the
Krypometër/Truth-o-Meter section of the platform,
and a total of 160 Krypometër/Truth-o-Meter
articles were published with illustrations and
infographics. Below the articles with the biggest
impact in 2019 are listed:

January 1, 2019 -- New Year, Old Isolation!
The former Kosovo Prime Minister, Ramush Haradinaj, on December 18, 2018, stated that
Kosovo would be a visa-free country. His promise turned into a 5/5 lie ranked by the
Krypometër since Kosovo is still facing challenges with visa liberalization. The article also
includes promises made by other political ﬁgures regarding visa liberalization.

January 4, 2019 -- The fulﬁlled promise regarding the Kosovo-Albania common border crossing
Kosovo’s former Prime Minister Ramush Haradinaj promised in September 2018 that
there would be no formal separate borders between Kosovo and Albania. On December
29, 2018, the Kosovo Minister of Internal Affairs, Ekrem Mustafa, together with the
Albanian Minister of Internal Affairs, Sander Lleshaj, signed an agreement for the
establishment of a common border crossing between Kosovo and Albania. In this case, the
promise of Ramush Haradinaj was considered to be fulﬁlled.

87 https://birn.eu.com/news-and-events/birns-krypometer-receives-new-fact-checking-license/
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January 4, 2019 -- Labinot Tahiri kept his word about passport hand over
AKR MP Labinot Tahiri stated that if visa liberalization does not happen in 2018, he would
hand over his passport as a sign of solidarity for Kosovo citizens. On January 4, 2019 he
submitted his passport to the Civil Registration Agency and shared the information on his
social media proﬁle, declaring that he kept his promise.

January 12, 2019 -- Fake media coverage of former KLA members' ﬂights to The Hague
KALLXO.com published an article regarding fake news produced by the Public Television
of Serbia (RTS) stating that three civilian aircrafts with former KLA soldiers ﬂew from
Kosovo to the Hague. The news was published at a time when the Special Court had
invited several former KLA members for an interview. But Driton Ujkani from ASHNA
declared that there was not one plane that ﬂew to the Netherlands this year. Some
Kosovo media outlets also published the news without contacting the Prishtina Airport
“Adem Jashari”. In this regard, the news made by RTK was ranked as a lie and fake news.

January 14, 2019 -- Haradinaj compromises about the tariff against Serbian goods
The former Kosovo Prime Minister, Ramush Haradinaj, repeatedly stated that the 100%
tax would be removed only if Serbia recognizes the independence of Kosovo. On January
14, he stated that the tax would be removed if Kosovo receives international guarantees
that the ﬁnal agreement between Kosovo and Serbia will result in mutual recognition,
which was considered as a changed attitude.

January 16, 2019 -- The accommodation of Nisma afﬁliates at Public Universities
The Minister of Education, Shyqyri Bytyci, after being asked whether the selected
candidates for the Board of Directors in the Universities of Mitrovica and Gjilan were
selected because they were part of the political party NISMA to which he belongs, stated
that he cannot give any comments regarding the candidates’ political views, but that he
was sure that the Board selected two professional candidates. After several investigations,
KALLXO.com found out that the selected candidates are members of the NISMA party and
the statement made by the Minister of Education was ranked as a lie.

January 18, 2019 -- Haradinaj will continue to receive a salary of 2,950 euros
The former Kosovo Prime Minister, Ramush Haradinaj, stated that he would decrease his
salary with the adoption of the Draft Law on Salaries of the Public Sector. However, if the
draft law was approved, his revenues would remain the same in the ﬁrst year of the
abovementioned law’s implementation. Since one provision of the law foresees additions
to positions that are subject to wage cuts, it means that the statement made by the Prime
Minister was incorrect. KALLXO.com continued to investigate whether this draft law
would be approved, or whether the provisions would exclude the salary of the Prime
Minister.

January 20, 2019 -- The Venetian lie about Prishtina Elections
Media outlets in Kosovo published news stating that the Venice Commission had
recommended a repetition of the elections held in the Municipality of Prishtina after they
identiﬁed several violations in a report. However, a member of the Venice Commission,
Qerim Qerimi, explained that in this Commission, only member states such as the Council
of Europe and international organizations can request this kind of opinion.

DIARY OF IMPACT

January 22, 2019 -- Deçan Mayor tricking students into ending the strike
The mayor of Decan, Bashkim Ramosaj, invited students who were not attending classes
because of the teachers’ strike to continue attending the classes from January 21 since
according to him, he agreed with teachers to continue teaching on that same date. One
day after his request, school directors stated that the “strike council” did not obey the
mayor’s request, making the statement of the mayor a lie.

January 23, 2019 -- The deceitful justiﬁcation of the Municipality of Gjilan for the strike on education
The municipality of Gjilan declared that all students of all schools will return to the
regular teaching schedule. The decision was taken after a meeting of the director of the
Municipal Education Directorate in Gjilan, Nazmi Gagica, with the directors of all primary,
secondary and preschool institutions. Later, the statement was turned into an invitation
for continuing the regular teaching schedule for all strike members. Municipality
representatives stated that the request was an invitation and not a request, adding that
this misunderstanding was a technical mistake.

January 24, 2019 -- False Alarm for leaving students on the streets
LDK MP Avdullah Hot, gave a statement regarding the decision made by the State Council
of Quality to withdraw and reject the accreditation of some study programs of public
universities, saying that this decision would leave many students out of universities.
However, none of the current students of public and private universities would be unable
to study, as a result of the recent decision of the State Quality Council. On the contrary,
the State Quality Council said that the suspension of accreditation for some programs was
done with the aim of protecting the quality of education, meanwhile, these decisions have
already begun to be politicized. In this regard, the statement of the MP Avdullah Hot was
ranked as a lie.

February 21, 2019 -- Thaci’s ﬂuctuation over the idea of ‘border correction’
The President of Kosovo stated that he heard the idea of ‘border correction’ ﬁrstly in an
interview of the former President Ibrahim Rugova in 1994, later from Professor Nexhat
Daci, and afterwards even from the mayor of Gjilan, Lutﬁ Haziri. This attitude of President
Thaci is in contradiction with his own statements made in previous months when he said
that the idea of ‘border correction’ was his own, adding that the idea was to include
Preseva, Bujanevc and Medvedja in Kosovo’s territory. On the other hand, the issue
became confused when Bekim Collaky, Thaci’s advisor, stated that the idea of border
correction was discussed by Thaci before it was presented to the public.

March 1, 2019 -- Uran Ismaili’s lie about heath insurances
The Minister of Health, Uran Ismaili, stated in 2017 that the public health insurance
scheme would begin to be distributed to citizens within the next year, meaning 2018. The
ﬁrst phase of health insurance as promised by Ismajli did not begin in 2018, while the
same procedure, according to the Ministry of Health, would begin in 2019. The statement
of Uran Ismaili was considered to be a lie.
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March 2, 2019 -- Gazmend Muhaxheri keeps his word over the hydropower plant in Lumbardh
The mayor of Peja, Gazmend Muhaxheri, stated during a “Life in Kosovo” debate that on
March 1, 2019, the municipality would take the decision to abolish the 2012 decision
granting consent for the construction of a hydropower plant in Lumbardhi. The promise
was kept and on March 1 the municipal assembly of Peja approved the decision.

March 2, 2019 -- Minister of Environment keeps his word about the hydro power plant in Decan
The Minister of Environment, Fatmir Matoshi, stated that he would send a letter to the
ERO with all required information regarding the project “Construction of Hydro Power
Plants on Lumbardhi in Decan”. The minister hept his word, and sent the letter to the ERO
including information about the company “KelKos Energy”,' which did not complete all
the required administrative and legal procedures with the MESP for the above mentioned
project and as a result the legal criteria that must be met for for the plant’s lawful
operation have not been met.

March 9, 2019 -- Company’s public fraud regarding the registration of the truck that caused the accident in
Gjilan

According to the company “Peja Water”, whose vehicle caused a huge accident in Gjilan
where one person died and 27 were injured, they had carried out technical control of the
vehicle. However, according to ofﬁcial analysis and records, it was conﬁrmed that the
vehicle was not registered and was not technically checked prior to the accident.

April 26, 2019 -- President’s lie about his return to the Assembly
Kosovo President Hashim Thaci did not return on time to report to the Parliamentary
Inquiry Committee concerning the deportation case of six Turkish nationals, although he
himself said he would return at 3 p.m.

April 11, 2019 -- Haradinaj still did not invite the region’s prime ministers for the Mini-Summit in Kosovo
Prime Minister Haradinaj stated that at the beginning of April he would organize a
meeting with the prime ministers of the region for the Mini-summit in Kosovo, stating
that he would invite even the Serbian prime minister, but his promise was not fulﬁlled.

May 4, 2019 --

The visit that never happened, Macron still did not visit Kosovo
The President of France, Emannuel Macron still did not visit Kosovo, even though one
year ago President Hashim Thaci said that Macron accepted his invitation.

May 10, 2019 -- Thaci’s lie about the tax on Serbia
The President of Kosovo Hashim Thaci was found lying and changing his position
regarding the 100% customs tariff imposed on Serbia. In previous statements that he had
given, Thaci said that he supported the tax from the beginning. But the team of
KALLXO.com has found some statements where Thaci states that he does not support the
tax, but instead he asks for its suspension for the beneﬁt of the Kosovo-Serbia dialogue.

DIARY OF IMPACT

June 1, 2019 --

Vucic lies to Serbian deputies about the action of Kosovo Police in the north
The Serbian President, Aleksander Vucic, lied to the deputies of the Serbian parliament
regarding the operation carried out by the Prosecution and Kosovo Police in the North of
Kosovo, stating that international forces have reacted by saying that there has been
excessive violence in the north. On the contrary, no international organization or force
categorized the action as “excessive violence.”

July 18, 2019 --

Liars of visa liberalization
Lies have been consistently told over the last year by Hashim Thaci, Kadri Veseli, Ramush
Haradinaj, Behgjet Pacolli, Fatmir Limaj, and Dardan Gashi about Kosovo’s visa
liberalization process. On July 18, 2018, the EU Commissioner for Migration, Home Affairs
and Citizenship, Dimitris Avramopoulos, stated that Kosovo met all required criteria for
visa liberalization and that everything would depend on the Parliament and the Council
of Europe. On hearing this statement, the 6 abovementioned Kosovo politicians organized
an extraordinary conference which took place at the “Adem Jashari” Airport, in which they
congratulated the citizens of Kosovo about visa liberalization, saying that within 2018,
Kosovo citizens would move freely in the EU – which to this day has not happened.

July 29, 2019 --

Kadri Veseli doesn’t tell the truth about the departure of people with indictments from
PDK
Kadri Veseli’s promise to expel people that have been issued indictments from the party
that was stated by him on June 19 was broken on July 29, six weeks later. At a meeting of
the council of PDK, he stood in the same line with three ofﬁcials who have indictments.
Kosovo citizens would move freely in the EU – which to this day has not happened.

July 30, 2019 --

Haskuka keeps his promise about the construction of two public kindergartens
The mayor of Prizren, Mytaher Haskuka, promised the construction and opening of two
public kindergartens in the ﬁrst year of his mandate. The mayor fulﬁlled his promise since
work on the two kindergartens in Prizren has begun.

August 22, 2019 -- Shpend Ahmeti’s lie about the ‘Municipality Apartments’
Shpend Ahmeti, the mayor of Prishtina, gave a false statement regarding the municipality
buildings which were given to some families and politicians. Ahmeti said that the
municipality has some names of people who live in these buildings and he admitted that
there are also people who are not listed, but he added that he would make every relevant
document public. The Municipality of Prishtina has not given access to public documents
even though KALLXO.com asked for access to these documents, which would reveal the
list of persons who have been residing in the apartments of the Municipality of Prishtina
for many years.

September 12, 2019 --

Haskuka’s lie about gender equality in municipal directorates
The mayor of Prizren, Mytaher Haskuka, is far from fulﬁlling his promise to appoint 50%
of women to his directorates. Out of the thirteen directorates within the municipality, only
two are headed by women.
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September 21, 2019 -- Haradinaj ‘clueless’ on history, blunders over Fidel Kastro regime
Ramush Haradinaj spoke of VV leader Albin Kurti, who, according to him, wants to bring
communism back, adding that communism namely in Albania and Cuba died with the
deaths of Enver Hoxha and Fidel Castro. However, the political system in Cuba continues
to be communist and did not collapse, as Haradinaj claims.

September 27, 2019 -- Haradinaj’s lie over signing the contract for the construction of Gjilan Highway
Ramush Haradinaj lied regarding the signing of the contract for the construction of the
Gjilan Highway, which according to him was signed by Lutﬁ Zharku. The statement does
not stand since the contract was signed by Ramush Haradinaj’s party minister, Pal Lekaj,
on February 12, 2018 in front of Ahmet Isuﬁ from AAK and Zenun Pajaziti from PDK.

September 27, 2019 -- The lie about the non-existence of guidelines that extended the monopoly on
homologation

The Kosovo Prime Minister, Ramush Haradinaj, stated that the Minister of Transport, Pal
Lekaj, had not issued any administrative instructions extending or strengthening the
monopoly on homologation for the Euro Lab Company. In fact, the administrative
instruction was signed by Minister Lekaj himself on April 12, 2018 as discussed during a
“Justice in Kosovo” show.on February 12, 2018 in front of Ahmet Isuﬁ from AAK and Zenun
Pajaziti from PDK.

September 29, 2019 -- Fatmir Limaj lies about the employment of his son-in-law in NISMA’s ministry
Fatmir Limaj stated that his son-in-law Veron Selmani was working as an intern in the
Ministry of Trade and Industry (MTI) when in fact Selmani was not hired as an intern at
MTI, but was employed by special services agreements KIESA for the position of ‘Financial
affairs consultant.’ On August 14, 2019 Selmani was also selected as a successful
candidate for the position of Strategic Investment Ofﬁcer at MTI.

October 10, 2019 --

Vjosa Osmani’s Lie about the Pride Parade
The candidate for Prime Minister, Vjosa Osmani had stated that if she would be in Kosovo
during the Pride Parade she would attend the event, but she did not attend the Pride
Parade which took place on October 10.

November 2, 2019 -- The Minister of Culture does not keep his promise about the budget for cultural
institutions

The Minister of Culture, Kujtim Gashi, promised that institutions of cultural heritage
would have separate budget codes and ﬁnancial means in 2019. Regarding this
statement, our team found out that the budget sub-codes for these institutions are still
non-functional and the institutions are not using their ﬁnancial resources through the
budget codes, as the minister had promised.

November 27, 2019 -- False warnings for new earthquakes
Fake news was published regarding the tragic earthquake that hit Albania on November
26, 2019, which also alarmed the citizens of Kosovo. On November 27, some fake news
circulated stating that there would be a 7.2 magnitude earthquake, which would be felt
strongly in Kosovo as well. Our team contacted the director of the Kosovo Seismology
Institute, Shemsi Mustafa, who said that the news which was spread within different
Kosovo media platforms was fake.

DIARY OF IMPACT

December 17, 2019 -- Shpend Ahmeti’s lie about new schools in Prishtina
The mayor of Prishtina, Shpend Ahmeti, was delaying the procedure to launch a tender for
building the promised schools based on his statement of October 2019. He also made a
similar promise in 2018 for the opening of new schools.

December 23, 2019 -- The legend of Mirusha, 3.7 million euro project is not completed even after 7 years
The mayor of Gjilan, Lutﬁ Haziri, during a visit to the ongoing works on the Mirusha River
in February 2019, stated that the biggest concern for the residents living around the river
was coming to an end. The project for the maintenance of the riverbed started 7 years ago,
and our team contacted the Director of Public Services in the Municipality of Gjilan, Naser
Korca, who said that the project was not ﬁnished yet and would be ﬁnalized in 2020.
Links to all fact-checked articles can be found on the Annex 6.

2019 Fast Facts:

Page views:

343,332
Daily Visits:

1,000
Social Media Followers:

+650,000
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During 2019, Prishtina Insight extensively covered current political
affairs, socio-economic developments, environmental and energy issues
in Kosovo, as well as education, culture, sports and institutional reforms
in line with the European Reform Agenda. Some of the highlights of the
years were marked by original stories and investigations.

2019 Fast Facts:

Features:
78
News:
261

Opinion:
46

Big Deal:
11

Guide:
6
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Prishtina
Insight’s
top
10
most read stories include
88

1
2
3
4
5

The darker side of Prishtina’s massage parlors: Valon Fana’s investigation
delves into the illegal activities of massage parlors in Prishtina following a
crackdown on the industry by the state authorities. From human trafﬁcking and
the employment of underage women in some of the premises, to violations of
people’s most basic human rights, Fana explores the story behind dozens of
parlors that were the subject of raids by Kosovo police during 2018.
Mensur Safciu: Kosovo’s satirical sheriff: Eraldin Fazliu’s story includes the
interview with the most inﬂuential satirists in Kosovo’s contemporary history,
Mensur Safciu, during which Safciu reﬂects on the socio-political message
behind the humor he and his comedic group ‘Stupcat’ bring to Kosovar
audiences.
Kosovo women need answers, not an ‘iron lady’: In this article Shqipe Gjocaj
criticized the a priori endorsement of Vjosa Osmani of the Democratic League
of Kosovo’s candidacy as the only woman running to become Kosovo’s prime
minister in October’s parliamentary elections. For Gjocaj, Osmani failed to
address the needs of the country’s women.
Kosovo’s foreign policy ‘needs a software update’: Eve-Anne Travers explores
what was a disastrous era for Kosovo foreign policy in recent years, with
experts offering examples of the strategic goals and fresh approaches needed
to stop the rot in regard to views on Kosovo’s sovereignty and legitimacy
internationally. The analysis reﬂects on the need to expand and reinforce
bilateral diplomatic relations with countries that have already recognized
Kosovo, rather than the country’s Foreign Service spending all of its energy on
attempts at EU accession and vying for a seat at the United Nations.
Life in a Kosovo village in the 1970s: Rina Krasniqi interviewed photographer
Ann Christine Eek, who returned to Kosovo after more than four decades with
her exhibition of 50 black and white photographs capturing life in the village
of Isniq in Decan in the 1970s. During the interview, Eek describes her ﬁrst
encounter with villagers of Isniq in her ﬁrst trip to Kosovo in 1976, the photos
from which were exhibited in the Kosovo’s National Gallery until mid-January,
2020.

88https://prishtinainsight.com/pi-most-read-stories-of-2019-mag/
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9
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‘Final Deal’ does not guarantee UN membership for Kosovo: In this article, Visar
Xhambazi sheds a light on the falsehood that Kosovo will be able to secure a
seat at the United Nations in the event that an agreement is reached with
Serbia: “While it is generally proclaimed and understood that a ﬁnal deal with
Serbia would open the way for UN membership for Kosovo, there are no signals
whatsoever from China or Russia regarding this. Most importantly, there is no
proposed option or explanation on how to overcome this challenge,” argues
Xhambazi, before exploring a number of potential scenarios examining how
Kosovo can overcome potential Russian and Chinese vetoes against its
membership.

In photos: Scars of the NATO bombing campaign: Photographer and journalist
Valerie Plesch traveled across different regions of Kosovo, capturing locations
where the footprints of the NATO bombing campaign are still visible, even two
decades after the war.

A one million dollar highway: faster roads, poorer people: Through this article,
Eraldin Fazliu criticizes the plans of the outgoing Kosovo Government to
launch another costly highway construction project, spending another one
billion euros on asphalt while neglecting truly pressing issues such as
education reform and Kosovo’s struggling healthcare system.

A memory from Prizren: June 13, 1999: Anna Di Lellio recalls an emotional trip
from Albania to Prizren in June 1999, the day after Kosovo was liberated from
Serbian rule. Then a UN aid worker, Di Lellio reminisces about the warm
welcome she received from Kosovo Albanians on the day the NATO tanks
rolled into the city of Prizren 20 years ago. “All the women ﬂock to me. They
smile broadly and give ﬂowers to the German soldiers and my colleagues, but
they want to touch and hug only me, the only woman in the convoy. One
woman gives me an embroidered handkerchief, which could have been one
made by my mother back in Italy. I feel overwhelmed. It’s not time to cry
though, because happiness is everywhere.”

Tattooing: A story of pride, prejudice and pop culture: Through this article,
Eve-anne Travers explores the art of tattooing in Kosovo, rewinding to discuss
the evolution of the practice from the Yugoslav era to the aftermath of the
Kosovo war, before bringing the story up to today’s tattoo enthusiasts. The
story explores the passion of young Kosovars tattoo artists, their hardships,
societal prejudices and the evolution of the industry through the decades in a
culture that is beginning to thrive.
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Balkan Insight and Balkan Transitional Justice
(BI from 2006 to date and BTJ from 2011 to date)
BIRN Kosovo is part of the regional team that produces Balkan Insight and Balkan Transitional Justice, the
region’s leading online source of news and in-depth analyses with a regional and local context, the latter with
a focus on war crimes trials.
In 2019 BIRN has continued to inform vast audiences in the WB region and abroad, generating a record of 8.5
million page views, by producing 950 premium articles and 2,700 news pieces on Balkan Insight.
BIRN’s social media accounted for over 1,151, 483 sessions on Balkan Insight for this reporting period. This is
an additional 109,897 sessions compared to the same period the year prior.
Over this reporting period, Balkan Insight and its afﬁliated programs all increased their followers on social
media. Looking speciﬁcally at Balkan Insight’s Facebook, our main source of social trafﬁc, we grew our
followers from 81,048 to 92,050. That is an increase of 11,002 followers (a growth of 13.6%).
Our Balkan Insight’s Transitional Justice Facebook page also had an increase. In 2019, BTJ Facebook page
gained 842 new followers and it has a total of 7,604 followers in total.
BIRN’s social media accounts also showed growth in 2019. We gained 3,432 new followers on BIRN Facebook
account, taking us to a total of 8,493 followers. This is a 67% increase on the year prior.
In 2019, we produced more than 200 videos of varying lengths and for various BIRN Hub programmes. These
included our annual series of ten Balkan Fellowship for Journalistic Excellence videos, promo videos for
Resonant Voices Fellowship stories and Balkan Transitional Justice grant stories, trailers for the Reporting
Democracy conference, promo videos for BFJE and Summer School applicants, promo videos for open calls for
reader contributions, compilation videos for live protest coverage and short promotional videos for BIRN
investigations or Premium content.
Our social videos reached more than 2,978,000 people in 2019, and earned over 988,150 views (an 8%
increase since the year prior). Our three highest performing videos gained 74,000, 72,000, and 62,000 views.
Our engagement levels have also increased. Using average re-tweets as an example, we earned around
124/day in 2019, compared to an average of 100/day in 2018 and 90/day in 2017.
BIRN’s Twitter account saw the most signiﬁcant growth in 2019. We gained 1,677 new followers, bringing our
total count to 3,437. This is a growth of 95%.
Our English-language Balkan Insight Transitional Justice Twitter account, BTJ Twitter page, gained 2,068 new
followers, taking the total number to 8,487.
In 2019, Balkan Transitional Justice website was visited by 415,303 users, and had 1,074,120 page views. The
most read article on BTJ website was written by Jakob Weizman, ‘Serbian Minister Confronts Kosovo
Ambassador at UN’ with 15,343 page views. While the second and third most read articles were written by Seb
Starcevic, ‘In Australia, Some Croats Openly Celebrate Fascism,’ with 12,401 unique page views and Filip
Rudic. ‘Serbian Activists Commemorate Kosovo Albanian War Victims’ with 9,949 unique page views.
During the reporting period, texts from Balkan Insight were referenced in some of the leading world mediaAtlantic, New York Times, Washington Post, Financial Times, BBC, The Guardian, New York post, French
edition of Euronews, Yahoo news, derStandard, Italian La Stampa, Polish Gazeta Wyborcza and Wprost, French
Liberation, Russian Ria Novosti, Wired, Variety, Boing Boing, Foreign Policy, Politico, Norwegian Public
broadcasting company NRK, RFERL International, Politiken (Denmark), Independent, Spanish El Pais, Swiss
Neue Zurcher Zeitung.
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Balkan Insight articles were quoted in publications of inﬂuential international institutions such as: Committee
to Protect Journalists, the global network for defending and promoting free expression- IFEX, US Bureau of
Diplomatic Security, Council of Europe- media freedom page, geopolitical platform Stratfor, Freedom House,
NED, Columbia University, Amnesty International, International Commission for Missing Persons, Cambridge
University Press, Westminster Foundation for Democracy, Amnesty International, Erste Foundation. In
addition, on several occasions, parliamentary questions were raised in the European Parliament referring to
BIRN’s ﬁndings.
Balkan Insight was quoted in several books published in 2019, such as: “Reinventing Eastern Europe:
Imaginaries, Identities and Transformations”, published in the UK; “Challenges in Strategic Communication
and Fighting Propaganda in Eastern Europe”, published by NATO Science for peace and Security Series;
“Capital Management and Budgeting in the Public Sector”, published in the US; “The Western Balkans in the
World: Linkages and relations with Non-western Countries” published by renown UK publisher Routledge;
“The Orthodox Churches of Southeastern Europe: An Introduction”, issues by Springer Publishing from The
United States. In the book “Investigative Journalism” published by Springer in 2019, in the conclusion BIRN is
mentioned, together with other leading world organizations, in the context of ‘a golden age of investigative
journalism.’
Balkan Insight was also used as a reference in studies, among them “Pushing an Open Door” published by Ned,
on foreign authoritarian inﬂuences in the Western Balkans; “Understanding Russian Communication Strategy:
Case Studies of Serbia and Estonia” published by Institute fur Auslandsbeziehungen; “Russian Malign
Inﬂuence in Montenegro: The Weaponization and Exploitations of History, Religion, and Economics”
published by the Center for Strategic and International Studies; “Undermining Democracy: Kremlin Tools of
Malign Political Inﬂuence”- statement before the House Foreign Affairs Subcommittee on Europe, Eurasia,
Energy, and the Environment; Western Balkans and the Return to Arms: Can the EU stabilize the region?”. It
was also quoted in the document “Serbia at risk of authoritarianism?” a brieﬁng by the Research Center of the
European Parliament; and other reports focusing on the region.
BIRN Kosovo journalists contributed to Balkan Insight with 76 stories.

MONITORING AND ADVOCACY

Monitoring
and
Advocacy

BIG DEAL:

Monitoring the Implementation
of the Kosovo-Serbia Agreements
In 2013, BIRN Kosovo and Internews Kosova teamed
up with the Belgrade-based Center for Research,
Transparency and Accountability (CRTA) to monitor
every agreement made between Kosovo and Serbia
since 2011, covering 27 topics in total.
Prishtina Insight published 11 articles on the BIG
Deal section during 2019.
News, analysis, features and opinions from in-house
journalists and contributors of Prishtina Insight have
been published on our website.
The dialogue between Kosovo and Serbia, and the
consequences it produced in bilateral relations
between Kosovo and Serbia, has been kept in the
spotlight, as well as the ramiﬁcations that the
dialogue has had on daily life in Kosovo.

Public Procurement:
During 2019, BIRN Kosovo, supported by USAID, closely monitored public procurement processes and public tenders in
Kosovo. Aiming to ensure efﬁciency, accountability, and transparency, in 2019, BIRN Kosovo published ﬁfty-two (52)
articles on public procurement processes and public tenders.
Furthermore, Internews Kosova with its main partner BIRN Kosovo produced a total of 30 “Life in Kosovo” programs,
including 13 electoral debates and 29 “Justice in Kosovo” programs, 11 of them being “Prosecution” reportages.
Our work on public procurement incorporated analyses on requests for re-evaluation and the two-fold instances for
complaints, analysis on the lack of knowledge on who to appoint as responsible for addressing requests for re-evaluation,
analysis on illegal signatures and/or illegal issuance of contracts to economic operators, either before procurement procedures have been ﬁnalized, analysis on small tenders for big spending elaborating on the misuse of the public money for
end-of-the-year holidays, independence day, misuse of governmental technological devices, administering social media of
mayors, the purchase of smartphones, and analysis on electronic procurement, as well as preparing staff to undertake
electronic procurement activities.
Furthermore, after each citizen reports on our online anti-corruption platform KALLXO.com, BIRN’s team conducts an
investigation. As a result, during the course of 2019, KALLXO.com was able to contribute to improvements in the ﬁght
against corruption, identifying violators and objectively informing the public, resulting in about 55 people being arrested,
two ofﬁcials convicted on corruption charges, 5 cases of failure to declare private property uncovered, two cases of conﬂict
of interest identiﬁed, one prosecutor ﬁred and three other judges and prosecutors issued disciplinary measures. In addition,
more than 40 cases were opened with local procurement institutions and more than 100,000 euro in ﬁnes announced. 89
Furthermore, on February 7, 2019, BIRN Kosovo, within a DAI Global funded project “Transparent, Effective and Accountable Municipalities (TEAM) Activity in Kosovo,” organized a conference about the report on public procurement in Kosovo,
with 52 participants, covering the period from October 2017 to October 2018.

89 https://kallxo.com/gjate/raportimet-e-kallxo-com-qe-ndeshkuan-abuzimin-dhe-krimin/
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Judiciary
During 2019, BIRN Kosovo continued its systematic monitoring of the work of institutions, court hearings,
and content of ofﬁcial documents which commenced in 2008. Monitoring covers various domains. In total,
578 court hearings were conducted throughout the year, a total of 521 complaints were sent to the responsible institutions, and KALLXO.com received 2,852 reports. The continued success of our legal ofﬁce
indicates an improvement in the relationship between BIRN Kosovo and state institutions.
Throughout the year, BIRN Kosovo established stronger relationships with institutions such as: the State
Prosecutor, Kosovo Judicial Council, Kosovo Police, Kosovo Police Inspectorate, Tax Administration of
Kosovo, and the Trade Inspection of the Ministry of Trade and Industry, by providing them information that
resulted in arrests and ﬁnes. One key example is the arrest of 30 police ofﬁcers who were part of the smuggling network in Mitrovica which was broadcasted on the TV program “Justice in Kosovo”. In addition,
according to an UBO Consulting report on public opinion, the “Prosecution” TV reportages have increased
the trust of citizens towards the State Prosecution from 7% to 10% by giving them insight into the operation
of these institutions.
In May 2019, BIRN Kosovo with its main partner Internews Kosova launched the 13th Court Monitoring
Report, bringing together representatives from rule of law institutions and other stakeholders. Some of the
most important ﬁndings include a fall in the number of resolved cases, issued verdicts that imposed effective prison sentences, and verdicts that imposed ﬁnes or parole sentences. On the other hand, there was a
drastic increase in acquittals and cases that were dropped. The report shows that there is a deterioration in
the ﬁght against corruption in terms of the number of accused persons as well as in the number of verdicts
that issued punitive measures. 90
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Training and
Media Development
On-the-job training:
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On-the-job training

March 12th

Visar Prebreza presented Krypometer in a training
held for journalists of local media in Mitrovica,
Kosovo;

March 12th and 13th

Kreshnik Gashi held a lecture on fact-checking,
accurate reporting in journalism, investigative
journalism based on International Fact-Checking
Standards, in-depth televised investigations,
investigations based on reporters in a training for
journalists of local media in Mitrovica, Visar
Prebreza on the same training presented on
Krypometer, and on March 13th, Labinot Leoshtica
presented lectures on ethics in journalism, reporting the truth, privacy, author’s rights and source
protection.

March 30th

Kreshnik Gashi held a lecture on fact-checking,
accurate reporting in journalism, investigative
journalism based on International Fact-Checking
Standards, in-depth televised investigations and
investigations based on citizen reports in a training for journalists of local media in Prizren; on the
same day, Visar Prebreza presented Krypometër,
while Arber Kadriu presented on ethics in journalism, reporting the truth, privacy, author’s rights
and source protection.

April 17th

Kreshnik Gashi – BIRN Kosovo Senior Editor, Visar
Prebreza – Managing Editor and Labinot Leposhtica – Legal Ofﬁce Coordinator were training coaches for Television Syri Vision media in Gjakova on
fact-checking, accurate reporting in journalism,
investigative journalism based on International
Fact-Checking Standards, in-depth televised investigations, investigations based on citizen reports,
Krypometër, ethics in journalism, reporting the
truth, privacy, author’s rights and source protection.

May 27th

Kreshnik Gashi – BIRN Kosovo Senior Editor, Visar
Prebreza – Managing Editor and Labinot Leposhtica – Legal Ofﬁce Coordinator, were training coaches for the media in Serbian communities in the
North of Mitrovica on fact-checking, accurate
reporting in journalism, investigative journalism
based on International Fact-Checking Standards,
in-depth televised investigations, investigations
based on citizen reports, Krypometër, ethics in
journalism, reporting the truth, privacy, author’s
rights and source protection.

June 10th to June 24th

BIRN Kosovo together with its implementing
partner the Environmentally Responsible Action
Group (ERA) organized and delivered 7 trainings
on advocacy on energy and environmental issues
in 7 regions of Kosovo within a European Union
funded project, “Europeanization of Kosovo’s Environmental Agenda”. Trainers from BIRN Kosovo
were Jeta Xharra – Country Director (in all trainings), Blerta Iberdemaj – Court Monitor (10th,
14th, 17th, ) and Arber Kadriu – Legal Ofﬁcer
(12th, 19th, 21st and 24th);

June 28th

Kreshnik Gashi – BIRN Kosovo Senior Editor, Visar
Prebreza – Managing Editor and Arber Kadriu –
Legal Ofﬁcer, were training coaches for the media
community in Gjilan. The training delivered in
Gjilan covered the following topics: fact-checking,
accurate reporting in journalism, investigative
journalism based on International Fact-Checking
Standards, in-depth televised investigations,
investigations based on reporters, Krypometër,
ethics in journalism, reporting the truth, privacy,
author’s rights and source protection;

October 11th and 23rd

Visar Prebreza delivered a training for local
non-governmental organizations on procurement,
a training organized by Civikos/USAID;

October 17th

Labinot Leposhtica delivered a training for
students of journalism on investigative journalism,
organized by the American Corner in Prizren;

October 17th and 18th

Visar Prebreza delivered a training for students of
journalism in Prizren on in-depth investigations,
auditing and procurement at the American Corner;

October 21st and 22nd

Kreshnik Gashi – BIRN Kosovo Senior Editor, Visar
Prebreza – Managing Editor and Labinot Leposhtica – Legal Ofﬁce Coordinator, were training coaches in a training organized by BIRN Kosovo for
journalists of central media in Prishtina on
fact-checking, accurate reporting in journalism,
investigative journalism based on International
Fact-Checking Standards, in-depth televised investigations, investigations based on citizen reports,
Krypometër, ethics in journalism, reporting the
truth, privacy, author’s rights and source protection.
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October 24th

Kreshnik Gashi – BIRN Kosovo Senior Editor, Visar
Prebreza – Managing Editor and Labinot Leposhtica – Legal Ofﬁce Coordinator, were training coaches in a training organized by BIRN Kosovo for
journalists of local media in Gjilan, on fact-checking, accurate reporting in journalism, investigative
journalism based on International Fact-Checking
Standards, in-depth televised investigations,
investigations
based
on
citizen
reports
Krypometër, ethics in journalism, reporting the
truth, privacy, author’s rights and source protection;

October 28th

Kreshnik Gashi delivered a training titled “Fighting
fake news by developing critical thinking in young
people while reading material on social media and
traditional media”, for students of AAB University
in Ferizaj;

October 30th

Kreshnik Gashi and BIRN Kosovo’s managing
Editor – Visar Prebreza delivered a training within
the “Balkan Monitoring Public Finances’’, EU-funded project, on in-depth investigations regarding
the Tax Administration of Kosovo, reading auditing
reports and fact-checking of public ﬁnances;

November 6th

Kreshnik Gashi delivered an internal training to
the interns at BIRN’s ofﬁce on journalism, reporting, and investigating;

November 8th

BIRN Kosovo Managing Editors, Kreshnik Gashi
and Visar Prebreza, and BIRN Kosovo Legal Ofﬁce
Coordinator Labinot Leposhtica delivered a training for students of journalism on fact-checking,
accurate reporting in journalism, investigative
journalism from AAB and UBT Universities, based
on
International
Fact-Checking
Standards,
in-depth televised investigations, investigations
based on citizen reports, Krypometër, ethics in
journalism, reporting the truth, privacy, copyright
and source protection;

November 15th

Kreshnik Gashi delivered a training for students
from Mitrovica – Department of Law on preventing
violent and radical extremism;

November 16th

BIRN Legal Ofﬁce Coordinator Labinot Leposhtica
and BIRN Managing Editor Kreshnik Gashi delivered at training for elementary and high school
students of the Prizren region at BIRN’s ofﬁces, on
basic of journalism, basics of reporting and writing
articles, television journalism, copyrights, and
ethics in journalism;

November 18th and 19th

BIRN Kosovo Managing Editors, Kreshnik Gashi
and Visar Prebreza, and BIRN Kosovo Legal Ofﬁce
Coordinator Labinot Leposhtica delivered a training for local journalists in Prizren on fact-checking, accurate reporting in journalism, investigative
journalism based on International Fact-Checking
Standards, in-depth televised investigations,
investigations
based
on
citizen
reports,
Krypometër, ethics in journalism, reporting the
truth, privacy, copyrights and source protection;

November 26th and 27th

BIRN Kosovo Managing Editors, Kreshnik Gashi
and Visar Prebreza, and BIRN Kosovo Legal Ofﬁce
Coordinator Labinot Leposhtica delivered a training for students of journalism on fact-checking,
accurate reporting in journalism, investigative
journalism from AAB and UBT Universities, based
on
International
Fact-Checking
Standards,
in-depth televised investigations, investigations
based on citizen reports Krypometër, ethics in
journalism, reporting the truth, privacy, copyright
and source protection;
st

December 1

BIRN Kosovo’s managing editors, Kreshnik Gashi
and Visar Prebreza, and Legal Ofﬁce Coordinator,
Labinot Leposhtica were trainers in a training
organized by BIRN’s partner, Internews Kosova, for
high school students of Ferizaj Municipality on
basics of journalism;
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December 7th and 8th

Kreshnik Gashi, Visar Prebreza and Labinot
Leposhtica were trainers in a training organized by
BIRN’s partner, Internews Kosova, for high school
students of Mitrovica Municipality on the basics of
journalism;

December 7

th

Jeta Xharra and Visar Prebreza were trainers in a
training organized by BIRN Kosovo, within the
“Europeanization of Kosovo’s Environmental
Agenda” project. The training was delivered to
journalists of Serbian and Albanian media in
Kosovo on the environmental issues and energy
efﬁciency matters in Kosovo;

December 9th

BIRN Kosovo Managing Editors, Kreshnik Gashi
and Visar Prebreza, and BIRN Kosovo Legal Ofﬁce
Coordinator Labinot Leposhtica delivered a training for local journalists in Gjilan on fact-checking,
accurate reporting in journalism, investigative
journalism based on International Fact-Checking
Standards, in-depth televised investigations,
investigations
based
on
citizen
reports,
Krypometër, ethics in journalism, reporting the
truth, privacy, copyrights and source protection;

December 10th

Kreshnik Gashi delivered a training for local
journalists in Prishtina, on preventing violent
extremism;

December 14th and 15th

Kreshnik Gashi, Visar Prebreza and Labinot
Leposhtica were trainers in a training organized by
BIRN’s partner, Internews Kosova, for high school
students of Gjilan Municipality on the basics of
journalism;

Media development

Access to Public Documents

Out of 821 complaints that the legal ofﬁce received during 2019, 242 of them were related to requests for
access to legal documents. Therefore, our legal team continued to monitor the implementation of the Law on
Access to Public Documents, sending numerous requests to authorities for various documents ranging from CSs
of senior ofﬁcials, minutes of meeting and contracts.

Legal Department

During 2019, KALLXO.com was engaged in various legal analyses and advocacy efforts, by providing input for
legal initiatives including here the:

-

Law on Anti-Corruption
The Criminal Code
The Law on Asset Confiscation
The drafting of the strategy against corruption with the Anti-Corruption Agency
The Law on Preventing Conflict of Interest
The Law on Disciplinary Responsibility of Judges and Prosecutors
The Law on Inheritance
The Law on Notary
The Law on Family
The Law on Media

Legal follow-up of cases reported by citizens on KALLXO.com
KALLXO.com is an anti-corruption social media platform established in April 2012 by Internews Kosova in
partnership with BIRN Kosovo. Reports received at KALLXO.com are processed by two teams: a) teams of investigative journalists who produce the media stories and b) the team of lawyers who present the legal argument
of the case to the relevant authorities.
The citizen reports are divided into ﬁve main categories: corruption, conﬂict of interest, elections, fraud, municipal services and other. Internews Kosova constantly reviews the cases reported on KALLXO.com and veriﬁes
them on a daily basis.
The reports that are sent to www.kallxo.com are followed up by investigative teams consisting of monitors in
the ﬁeld, journalists, and then the legal ofﬁce.
When the reports are veriﬁed by the court monitors and journalists, the legal ofﬁce drafts an ofﬁcial legal complaint to the relevant authority that refers to the laws that were violated in that reported case, and attach the
necessary documentation and supporting evidence to this complaint. As such the complaint is directly and
ofﬁcially sent to the institution that needs to take measures so the speciﬁc breach can be addressed. BIRN
Kosovo has found that this methodology is causing many institutions to take measures because an ofﬁcial complaint, which is protocoled and backed by proof is more difﬁcult to be ignored than a media report.
Through its daily reporting, KALLXO.com was able to maintain trust and credibility in terms of news, information and investigations among Kosovo citizens, enabling them to report corruption, wrongdoing, and the
mismanagement of public funds and public institutions, including during election campaigns. The reports
received from citizens on the platform are recorded and veriﬁed by the team of KALLXO.
During 2019, KALLXO.com received 2,852 reports, 619 reports were veriﬁed, 809 were closed, 619 were
veriﬁed, 155 had lack of evidence, 35 were invalid, 619 were followed-up to institutions and 79 had impacts.
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Awards

Considering the impact of the stories published by BIRN Kosovo outlets, its journalists were awarded for their
stories on a number of occasions:
On December 3, 2019, our journalist Drenushe Ramadani was awarded a prize for best environmental reporting
for the article titled “Are hydropower plants risking the extinction of rivers?”
On December 23, our journalist Adelina Ahmeti was awarded a prize for her contribution to the ﬁeld of social
protection and decentralization of social services with a focus on child protection with her article titled “Challenges of returned children for integrating in the education system”. This award was given by the Coalition of
NGOs KOMF.

Partners & Donors
BIRN Kosovo works with a large network of local civil society organizations in Kosovo, as well as regionally and
internationally:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

Advocacy Center for Democratic Culture – ACDC
Advocacy Training and Resource Centre – ATRC
Austrian Development Agency - ADA
Balkan Green Fund
BIRN HUB
British Embassy Prishtina
Center for Euro-Atlantic Studies - CEAS
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Community Building Mitrovica – CBM
Community Building Mitrovica, CBM
Crossing Bridges Productions
DAI
Danish International Development Agency - DANIDA
Dokufest
European Union Special Representative in Kosovo
Fondacija Krila nade EU-IPA Regional
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
Forum for Civic Initiative
Free Press Unlimited – FPU
Group for Legal and Political Studies, GLPS
Global Community Engagement Resilience Fund
Initiative for Progress, NGO in Ferizaj
Institute for Advanced Studies, GAP
Institute for Development Policy, INDEP
International Visegrad Fund

Regional partnerships
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.

BIRN Bosnia and Herzegovina
BIRN Macedonia
BIRN Serbia
BIRRN Regional
OCCRP
TV Aldi, Presheve

International Cooperation and Partnerships
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.

European Climate Foundation
Frontline Club
Saferworld
SCOOP
Sierra Club
Thomson Reuters Foundation

26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.

Internews Kosova
KOSMA network of Serbian local TV stations
Kosovo Civil Society Foundation – KCSF
Kosovo Foundations for Open society – KFSO
MILLENNIUM DPI PARTNERS (USAID’s
Justice System Support Program),
Mott Foundation
Mreza TV
National Endowment for Democracy - NED
NGO AKTIV
NGO Change, Gjilan
Public International Law and Policy Group (PILPG)
Radio Television 21
Radio Television of Kosovo
Rockefeller Brothers Fund - RBF
Royal Norwegian Embassy
RTV Puls
Swiss Agency for Development and Cooperation - SDC
Syri i Vizionit, Peja
The Advocacy Training and Resource Center – ATRC
The Government of the Grand Duchy Luxembourg
The Humanitarian Law Center Kosovo - HLC Kosovo
The State of the Netherlands
The Swedish International Development
Cooperation Agency – SIDA
TOKA

BIRN Kosovo is generously supported
by the following donors:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Austrian Development Agency
Advocacy Training and Research Centre ATRC/USAID
Balkan Trust for Democracy
BIRN Hub
British Embassy
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation (MOTT)
European Union Office in Kosovo
Foundation Wings of Hope
Independent Journalists’ Association of Vojvodina
Kosovar Civil Society Foundation
National Endowment for Democracy
Radio Television of Kosovo
Rockefeller Brothers Fund
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency
The Embassy of the Kingdom of the Netherlands
UNDP
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FUNDING IN 2019
Similar to previous years, throughout 2019 BIRN Kosovo depended on the
support of a wide scope of Western governments, independent organizations
and public partners in order to maintain its impact and to sustain the
organization’s internal capacity. Therefore, the BIRN team is profoundly
appreciative of donors for their steadfast and generous assistance, which has
further fortiﬁed BIRN Kosovo's deﬁnitive target of successfully acting as a
watchdog monitoring the work of public institutions, and bolstering Kosovo’s
progress towards the implementation of EU policy standards.
BIRN Kosovo is looking forward to maintaining, nurturing, and strengthening
the existing relationships with its key donors while continuing to broaden and
deepen the funding base. A strong and growing base of support will be essential
to continue our work and focus on our main activities, including but not limited
to the following:

Production of the weekly televised programmes on
Life in Kosovo;
Systematic monitoring of the performance of public
services and production of
Justice in Kosovo weekly TV program;
Production of electoral debates;
Publication on KALLXO.com, and Krypometërand
KALLXORinia
Publication of Balkan Insight, Prishtina Insight,
Gazeta Jeta në Kosovë and the Fellowship for
Journalistic Excellence
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Western Governments/Governments and
agencies/Independent and Public Foundations

BIRN Kosovo continues to receive its
primary ﬁnancial support from partners of
Western governments. Western government
funding makes up around 50 percent of the
total funding that BIRN Kosovo receives.
Therefore, the ﬁnancial support from
Western governments remains crucial.
Furthermore, BIRN Kosovo is also supported
by independent foundations and public
institutions, representing around 45 percent
and 5 percent respectively of the total
organizational support.
Due to BIRN’s commitment to the work it
produces and publishes, thankfully our
partners have provided grants throughout
2019, and some have provided grants also
for the coming years, demonstrating their
continued faith in our work.
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Donors

are listed in alphabetical order:
Advocacy Training and Resource Centre - ATRC
Balkan Investigative Reporting Network - BIRN Serbia
BIRN HUB
Charles Stewart Mott Foundation
Austrian Development Agency Grant - ADA
The Dutch Fund for Regional Partnerships - MATRA Programme
(MATRA stands for maatschappelijke transformatie, meaning
'social transformation')
Embassy of Switzerland
European Commission Liaison Ofﬁce
Friedrich Ebert Stiftung - FES
Gazeta JNK
GCERF- Global Community Engagement Fund
Human Rights Watch
Independent Journalists Association of Vojvodina - Delegation of
the European Union in Serbia Novi Sad
Insurance Company Dukagjini
INTERNEWS KOSOVA
Kosovar Civil Society Foundation - KCSF
Kosovo Foundation for Open Society - KFOS
Kosovo Women's Network
Metamorphosis, Foundation for Internet and Society
National Endowment for Democracy
Radio Television of Kosovo - RTK
Raiffeisen Bank Kosovo
Rockefeller Brothers Fund - RBF
Swedish International Development Cooperation Agency - SIDA
SWISS Agency for Development and Cooperation SDC
The European Union ofﬁce in Kosovo
The Balkan Trust for Democracy - BTD
The European Union
The European Union Represented by the European Commission
(Regional head of Partner Fondacija Krila Nade
U.S. Embassy Pristina
United Nations Interim Administration Mission in Kosovo - UNMIK
USAID's Justice System Support Program
UNDP’s SAEK Project
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Public Institutions:

1

Radio Television of Kosovo (RTK) continued offering space
for broadcasting the televised programs Life in Kosovo and
Justice in Kosovo through 2019. BIRN Kosovo signed an
agreement which obliges RTK to pay for half of the
production of the programs, but to this day, RTK is more
than four years behind with payments to BIRN Kosovo for
its programming.

Western Governments/Governmental agencies:

1

The Austrian Development Agency

2

National Endowment for Democracy (NED)

3

Balkan Trust for Democracy

4

UNMIK

5

British Embassy in Pristina

6

The Dutch Embassy in Prishtina

supported Prishtina Insight’s publication.

The National Endowment for Democracy (NED) has continued to support BIRN
Kosovo since 2016 with projects promoting transparency and accountability
of local government.
the Balkan Trust for Democracy was founded by the German Marshall Fund of
the United States Agency for International Development. BTD supported BIRN
throughout 2019 for the implementation of the ‘Big Deal’ project, which
monitors the implementation of the Brussels Agreements.
The United Nations Mission in Kosovo provided ﬁnancial support to BIRN
Kosovo for the implementation of the project “Kosovo Society Dialogue:
Town Hall Debate Series”. In the scope of this project, the #DebateforReal
shows were organized and broadcasted on ‘Jeta ne Kosove’ [Life in Kosovo].
The British Embassy in Pristina has contributed to the implementation of the
project ‘Support civil society to increase public oversight and accountability
of Kosovo public institutions’. The aim of this project is to promote the
watchdog function of local CSOs and good governance, transparency and
accountability of public institutions.
through the Matra Program for 2019, the Dutch Embassy in Pristina provided
support through the facilitation of the project titled ‘Auditor General/NAOPromoting Auditor General/NAO’s role in Kosovo’. The aim of this project is to
promote public oversight in order to foster increased institutional
transparency and accountability.
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7

The Danish International Development Agency

8

The European Union, represented by the European
Union Ofﬁce in Kosovo

9

The European Union, represented by the European
Union Ofﬁce in Kosovo

(DANIDA) is the section of the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs dedicated to
providing aid and ﬁnancing pro-development activities in developing
countries worldwide, including Kosovo.

‘Strengthening of the Civil Society oversight on the Rule of Law system in
Kosovo’: The EU Ofﬁce in Kosovo awarded a grant to BIRN Kosovo to carry
out a project which aims to contribute to strengthening of independent,
investigative and publicly beneﬁcial journalism and freedom of expression in
Kosovo.countries worldwide, including Kosovo.

‘Media for All’: The EU Ofﬁce in Kosovo funds BIRN Kosovo’s program to
develop independent, investigative, impartial, unbiased and publicly
beneﬁcial journalism in Kosovo. This program promotes democratic values
through strengthening the freedom of speech and independent media in
Kosovo.

European Union, represented by the European
10 The
Union Ofﬁce in Kosovo
‘The Europeanization of Kosovo’s Environmental Agenda:’ the EU Ofﬁce in
Kosovo supported BIRN throughout 2019 to hold institutions accountable
while demanding appropriate action from the responsible authorities to
implement appropriate energy and environmental policies.

11

USAID

12

European Commission

During 2019, USAID’s Justice System Strengthening Program has provided
support for BIRN to implement a project titled ‘Demanding Transparency in
Kosovo’s Judicial System’. This project’s aim is to strengthen the judicial
system by promoting transparency, accountability, and efﬁciency. The main
activities of this program include: monitoring the publication of court
decisions in the Kosovo Judicial Council web portal, monitoring the
disciplinary complaints ﬁled against judges, monitoring and reporting on the
number of ﬁnal decisions of parallel courts, the publication of in-depth
investigations, articles and TV programs. .

The European Commission supports BIRN Kosovo’s project “CSOs as Equal
Partners in Monitoring Public Finance” which aims to increase the systematic
monitoring of public ﬁnance and ﬁnancial institutions.

Advertising:
BIRN Kosovo takes a very symbolic income from
advertising, none of which is for proﬁt, rather, it is
used to pay the expenses of the operations of
running outputs like gazetajnk.com and Prishtina
Insight.
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Independent Foundations

1

Charles Stewart Mott Foundation (MOTT)

2

Rockefeller Brothers Fund

3

Internews Kosova

4

Kosovar Civil Society Foundation

5

Advocacy Training and Resource Center – ATRC

6

Swedish International Development Cooperation
Agency – SIDA

7

Throughout 2019, BIRN Kosovo has received funds from BIRN Hub, which
also supports Balkan Insight and the Fellowship for Journalistic Excellence.

8

GCERF

The Charles Stewart Mott Foundation supports BIRN Kosovo with a
general-purpose grant which ﬁnances its public service projects as well as Life
in Kosovo, Justice in Kosovo, Prishtina Insight, Gazeta Jeta ne Kosove,
publications, roundtables, and broadcasting.

The Rockefeller Brothers Fund currently provides general support to BIRN
Kosovo, in backing efforts to improve performance, transparency and
accountability in governance. It has supported the organization through
projects and general support for a decade. Throughout 2019, the RBF has
supported BIRN Kosovo for the implementation of the project “Robin Hood”
which aims to reveal systemic inequity and discrimination in the Western
Balkans.

BIRN Kosovo received funds from Internews Kosova for the implementation
of the “Supporting Anti-corruption Efforts” program in Kosovo, also supported
by UNDP in Kosovo, and for the production of the TEMA televised debates
supported by the British Embassy in Prishtina.

‘Fact-checking for Accountable Media’ is a project supported by KCSF which
aims to raise awareness amongst local media on IFCN standards, improve
skills of journalists and students of journalism on the veriﬁcation of facts and
IFCN standards, aiming to contribute to increasing the accountability of
politicians, state ofﬁcials and local media through the assessment of the
veracity of statements through BIRN Kosovo’s fact-checking tool, Krypometër.
supported BIRN Kosovo’s project of empowering women to seek their
inheritance rights.

supported BIRN Kosovo throughout 2019 transparency and accountability.

“Consortium: For a Resilient Community” is a project which has been
supported by the Global Community Engagement Fund since 2018. The aim
of this project is the prevention and countering of violent extremism, as well

Advertising:
BIRN Kosovo receives a very symbolic income from
advertising, none of which is for proﬁt. Rather, it is
used to pay the expenses of the operations of
running outputs like Gazeta Jeta ne Kosove and
Prishtina Insight.
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CHALLENGES AHEAD
BIRN Kosovo exists to push forward socio-political and socio-economic
development in Kosovo. As a result, the challenges of the people in Kosovo are
the challenges of BIRN Kosovo.
The work of all our media platforms has shown continuous success, with our
anti-corruption platform, KALLXO.com, being the second-most-trusted platform
for citizens to report crime. As such, our work is known by state and private
institutions, and it can be challenging when these institutions reject
collaboration and automatically consider themselves to be a target. BIRN
Kosovo is at the service of people in Kosovo, as such, it will continue to
advocate for their wellbeing and put pressure on these institutions on their
behalf.
Our responsibility increases as public trust in our organization does too. The
BIRN Kosovo team remains sensitive to structural inequalities and
discrimination based on race, ethnicity, nationality, culture, gender, sex, and
abilities.
With this in mind, a challenge that we must face in our work is advicating for the
amendment of the legal framework that either directly discriminates against
vulnerable groups, or contains loopholes that allow for the indirect
discrimination of vulnerable groups. BIRN Kosovo has been working on this
aspect since its establishment, and will continue to do so as each year goes by.
Our true challenge remains collaboration with state institutions and state
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Who are we?
The Balkan Investigative Reporting Network (BIRN) is the leading investigative reporting
organization in the Balkans, and is a trusted and well-respected civil society actor in the
region.
BIRN emerged in 2004 through a long-term media development project run by the UK-based
Institute for War and Peace Reporting. Since 2005, it has worked as an independent non-proﬁt
media-training organization in the Balkans. It specializes in developing and implementing
investigative and analytical reporting projects, theoretical and practical training for local
journalists, and capacity building of local and regional media.
The BIRN network consists of seven member NGOs in Bosnia and Herzegovina, Kosovo, Macedonia, Serbia, Romania, Albania and Bulgaria. It has an established editorial presence in Croatia and Montenegro.
BIRN Kosovo, in particular, specializes in organizing current affairs debates that have pushed
boundaries in Kosovo by dealing with sensitive, hard-hitting and taboo-breaking topics,
sometimes resulting in threats towards the journalists. These debates have pushed public
reforms and contributed to increased levels of accountability among elected and appointed
ofﬁcials in post war Kosovo.
Starting with a staff of only three members in 2005, BIRN Kosovo has evolved into a leading
media NGO, with a staff of 63 full-time and part-time employees and contributors at different
times, which employs and nurtures the best investigative journalism capacity in Kosovo.

ANNEX 1: BALKAN INISGHT
January 10, 2019- Kosovo in 2019 – Pressure Mounts for Deal With Serbia: https://balkaninsight.com/2019/01/10/kosovo-in-2019-pressure-mounts-for-deal-with-serbia-12-26-2018/
January 14, 2019 - Kosovar Pictured with ISIS Flag Detained for Threatening PM:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/01/14/kosovo-detains-a-suspect-for-threatening-pm-using-isis-ﬂag-01-14-2019/
January 21, 2019 - Splits Over Serbian Taxes ‘Damage’ Kosovo: https://balkaninsight.com/2019/01/21/kosovo-politicians-differing-stances-on-taxes-damaging-to-the-dialogue-01-18-2019/
January 23, 2019 - Four International Companies Show Interest in Kosovo Telecom:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/01/23/four-international-companies-interested-on-kosovo-telecom-01-23-2019/
January 31, 2019- Transgender Macedonians Hail ‘Turning Point’ European Court Ruling:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/01/31/transgender-macedonians-hail-turning-point-european-court-ruling-01-30-2019/
February 12, 2019- Hague Prosecutors Summon Kosovo Ex-Ofﬁcer Lahi Brahimaj:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/02/12/hague-prosecutors-summon-kosovo-ex-ofﬁcer-lahi-brahimaj/
February 20, 2019- Serb Fighter ‘Transported Kosovo Massacre Victims’ Bodies’:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/02/20/serb-ﬁghter-transported-kosovo-massacre-victims-bodies/
February 22, 2019- Jamie Shea: NATO Feared Russia Might Seize Kosovo
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/02/22/jamie-shea-nato-feared-russia-might-seize-kosovo/
March 7, 2019- Kosovo Intelligence Agency Led ‘Illegal’ Deportations, MPs Say
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/03/07/kosovo-intelligence-agency-led-illegal-deportations-mps-say/
March 8, 2019- Kosovo Court Acquits Serb Ex-Policeman of War Crimes
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/03/08/kosovo-court-acquits-serb-ex-policeman-of-war-crimes/
March 8, 2019- Kosovo Special Court ‘Dinner Incident’ Sparks Impartiality Calls
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/03/08/kosovo-special-court-dinner-incident-sparks-impartiality-calls/
March 8, 2019- Former Kosovo Intelligence Chief ‘Observed’ Turks Being Deported:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/03/08/former-kosovo-intelligence-chief-observed-turks-being-deported/
March 12, 2019- Kosovo ‘Knowingly’ Deported Wrong Man to Turkey: Report:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/03/12/kosovo-knowingly-deported-wrong-man-to-turkey-report/
March 14, 2019- Women’s Rights Advance in Kosovo, on Paper at Least:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/03/14/womens-rights-advance-in-kosovo-on-paper-at-least/
March 20, 2019- Shpend Ahmeti- Kosovo’s Faded Symbol of Political Hope:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/03/20/shpend-ahmeti-kosovos-faded-symbol-of-political-hope/
March 21, 2019- Kosovo Event Revisits Skenderaj/Srbica Killings, 20 Years On:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/03/21/kosovo-event-revisits-skenderaj-srbica-killings-20-years-on/
March 29, 2019- Children of Turk Mistakenly Deported Urge Kosovo to Act:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/03/29/children-of-turk-mistakenly-deported-urge-kosovo-to-act/
April 8, 2019- Kosovo Calls Extraordinary Elections in Serb-run North:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/04/08/kosovo-calls-extraordinary-elections-in-serb-run-north/
April 22, 2019- Kosovo Detains Terror Suspects Returned from Syria:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/04/22/kosovo-detains-terror-suspects-returned-from-syria/
May 14, 2019- Kosovo Exhibition Remembers Children Killed in War:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/05/14/kosovo-exhibition-remembers-children-killed-in-war/
May 15, 2019- Medieval Fortress in Kosovo ‘In Danger of Collapse’:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/05/15/medieval-fortress-in-kosovo-in-danger-of-collapse/

May 16, 2019- Resolving Kosovo-Serbia Dispute Will ‘Stabilise Balkans’:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/05/16/resolving-kosovo-serbia-dispute-will-stabilise-balkans/
June 3, 2019- Thaci’s Pan- Albanian Union Plea Scorned as Populism:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/06/03/thacis-pan-albania-union-plea-scorned-as-populism/
June 21, 2019- Kosovo Football Triumphs Highlight Desperate Need for Investment:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/06/21/kosovo-football-triumphs-highlight-desperate-need-for-investment/
July 2, 2019- Kosovo Has Wiped All Memory of Non-violent Resistance:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/07/02/kosovo-has-wiped-all-memory-of-non-violent-resistance/
July 19, 2019- Kosovo PM Resigns after Summons from Hague Prosecutors:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/07/19/kosovo-pm-resigns-after-hague-prosecutors-call-for-questioning/
July 23, 2019- Haradinaj Resignation Leaves Kosovo at Crossroads:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/07/23/haradinaj-resignation-leaves-kosovo-at-crossroads/
July 26, 2019- Kosovo Government’s Legality Questioned after PM’s Resignation:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/07/26/kosovo-governments-legality-questioned-after-pms-resignation/
August 2, 2019- Kosovo’s Oldest Party Searches for Election Winner:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/08/02/kosovos-oldest-party-searches-for-election-winner/
August 13, 2019- Western Govts Urge End to Kosovo-Serbia Dialogue Stalemate:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/08/13/western-govts-urge-end-to-kosovo-serbia-dialogue-stalemate/
August 16, 2019- Kosovo MPs Say Deportation Probe Must Include Top Ofﬁcials:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/08/16/kosovo-mps-say-deportation-probe-must-include-top-ofﬁcials/
August 21, 2019- In Kosovo, Bitter Rivals Turn Electoral Allies:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/08/21/in-kosovo-bitter-rivals-turn-electoral-allies/
August 22, 2019- Lawmakers Trigger Yet Another Early Election in Kosovo:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/08/22/lawmakers-trigger-yet-another-early-election-in-kosovo/
August 27, 2019- Diplomat Urges Kosovo, Serbia Not to Politicize Missing Persons:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/08/27/diplomat-urges-kosovo-serbia-not-to-politicise-missing-persons/
August 30, 2019- Kosovo Imam Dismissed for Backing Theory of Evolution:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/08/30/kosovo-imam-dismissed-for-backing-theory-of-evolution/
August 30, 2019- ‘Day of the Disappeared’ Marked Across the Balkans:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/08/30/day-of-the-disappeared-marked-across-the-balkans/
September 2, 2019- Palmer Appointment Signals Washington’s Return to Balkans:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/09/02/palmer-appointment-signals-washingtons-return-to-balkans/
September 3, 2019- How Political Instability Has Felled Kosovo’s Governments:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/09/03/how-political-instability-has-felled-kosovos-governments/
September 11, 2019- Kosovo Unveils Monument to 9/11 Terror Attack Victims:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/09/11/kosovo-reveal-monument-dedicated-to-9-11-victim/
September 18, 2019- Kosovo Football Chiefs Condemn Unauthorized Match in North:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/09/18/kosovo-football-chiefs-condemn-unauthorised-match-in-north/
September 20, 2019- Hague Prosecutors to Quiz Kosovo Security Force Captain:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/09/20/hague-prosecutors-to-quizz-kosovo-security-force-captain/
September 25, 2019- It’s Time an Election in Kosovo Brought Real Solutions:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/09/25/its-time-an-election-in-kosovo-brought-real-solutions/

September 27, 2019- FIFA Backing for ‘Illegal’ Match Angers Kosovo Football Chief:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/09/27/ﬁfa-backing-for-illegal-match-angers-kosovo-football-chief/
September 30, 2019- Kosovo’s Five Would-be Prime Minister:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/09/30/kosovos-ﬁve-would-be-prime-ministers/
October 4, 2019- Kosovo Braces for Unpredictable Election Result:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/04/kosovo-braces-for-unpredictable-election-result/
October 6, 2019- Kosovo Prepares to Elect New Parliament:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/06/kosovo-prepares-to-elect-new-parliament/
October 7, 2019- Opposition Vetevendosje Party Triumphs in Kosovo Election:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/07/opposition-vetevendosje-party-triumphs-in-kosovo-election/
October 7, 2019- Kosovo Election Winner Vetevendosje Seeks Coalition Partner:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/07/kosovo-election-winner-vetevendosje-seeks-coalition-partner/
October 8, 2019- EU Observers Criticise ‘Pressure’ on Kosovo Serb Voters:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/08/eu-observers-criticise-pressure-on-kosovo-serb-voters/
October 9, 2019- Kosovo Police Clash With Hydropower Protesters:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/09/kosovo-police-clash-with-hydropower-protesters/
October 9, 2019- Kosovo Bans Serbian Team from Match in North:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/09/kosovo-bans-serbian-team-from-match-in-north/
October 9, 2019- Kosovo Election Winners Seek Coalition Agreement:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/09/kosovo-election-winners-seek-coalition-agreement/
October 14, 2019- Kosovo President Seeks Probe into ‘Poisoned’ Election Ofﬁcials:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/14/kosovo-president-seeks-probe-into-poisoned-election-ofﬁcials/
October 15, 2019- Kosovo Withdraws Application to Join Interpol:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/15/kosovo-withdraws-application-to-join-interpol/
October 16, 2019- Kosovo Arrests Two over Serb Politician Ivanovic’s Murder:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/16/kosovo-arrests-two-over-serb-politician-ivanovics-murder/
October 21, 2019- Unsafe Haven: Balkan Sees Rise in Turkish Asylum Requests:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/21/unsafe-haven-balkans-sees-rise-in-turkish-asylum-requests/
October 22, 2019- Kosovo Teacher Probed for Turkish Military Salute with Pupils:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/10/22/kosovo-teacher-probed-for-turkish-military-salute-with-pupils/
November 6, 2019- Can Kosovo Get Payback for Wartime Devastation:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/06/can-kosovo-get-payback-for-wartime-devastation/
November 7, 2019- Hague Prosecutors to Question Kosovo Party Leader Veseli:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/07/hague-prosecutors-summon-kosovo-parliament-speaker-kadri-veseli/
November 11, 2019- Prosecutors Call Kosovo MP for Interview in The Hague:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/11/prosecutors-call-kosovo-mp-for-interview-in-the-hague/
November 13, 2019- Kosovo Warns Council of Europe about Russian Rapporteur Candidate
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/13/kosovo-warns-council-of-europe-about-russian-rapporteur-candidate/
November 21, 2019- Kosovo’s Kurti Set to Shake up Relations with Albania:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/21/kosovos-kurti-set-to-shake-up-relations-with-albania/
November 21, 2019- Politics in Play in Row over Location of New Kosovo Stadium:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/21/politics-in-play-in-row-over-location-of-new-kosovo-stadium/
November 26, 2019- Kosovo Intelligence Chiefs’ Appointment Sparks Criticism:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/26/kosovo-intelligence-chiefs-appointment-sparks-criticism/

November 28, 2019- Kosovo’s Heart Bleeds for Albania’s Suffering:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/11/28/kosovos-heart-bleeds-for-albanias-suffering/
December 2, 2019- Kosovo Indicts Six for Serb Politician Ivanovic’s Murder:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/02/kosovo-indicts-six-for-serb-politician-ivanovics-murder/
December 3, 2019- Post of President Holding up Kosovo Government Formation:
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/03/post-of-president-holding-up-kosovo-government-formation/
December 4, 2019- Fewer War-Displaced People Returning to Kosovo Homes: Report
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/04/fewer-war-displaced-people-returning-to-kosovo-homes-report/
December 4, 2019- Brain Drain: Will the Last Doctor in Kosovo Turn Out the Lights?: https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/04/brain-drain-will-the-last-doctor-in-kosovo-turn-out-the-lights/
December 5, 2019- Kosovo Tries Serb Ex-Fighter for Deadly Wartime Attack
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/05/kosovo-tries-serb-ex-ﬁghter-for-deadly-wartime-attack/
December 6, 2019- Serbian President Accused of Spreading Hate by Denying Massacre
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/06/serbian-president-accused-of-spreading-hate-by-denying-massacre/
December 10, 2019- Oliver Ivanovic Murder: Indictment Names Kosovo Serb ‘Crime Gang’
https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/10/oliver-ivanovic-murder-indictment-names-kosovo-serb-crime-gang/
December 16, 2019- Kosovo Man and Woman Indicted on Syria Terror Charges: https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/16/kosovo-indicts-married-couple-on-terror-charges/
December 20, 2019- Witness Identiﬁes Kosovo Serb Fighter as Brother’s Abductor: https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/20/witness-identiﬁes-kosovo-serb-ﬁghter-as-brothers-abductor/
December 24, 2019- Kosovo’s Missing Out in Spurning Balkan ‘Mini Schengen’: https://balkaninsight.com/2019/12/24/kosovos-missing-out-in-spurning-balkan-mini-schengen/
December 24, 2019- Serb Ex-Policeman Pleads Not Guilty to Kosovo
sight.com/2019/12/24/serb-ex-policeman-pleads-not-guilty-to-kosovo-war-crime/

War

Crime:

https://balkanin-

ANNEX 2: MONITORING & ADVOCACY
January 31, 2019 – “The discovery of ‘Justice in Kosovo’: AAK fans concrete the Gjilan highway”: https://kallxo.com/shkurt/zbulimi-i-drejtesia-ne-kosovenjerezit-e-aak-se-betonojne-autostraden-e-gjilanit/
Feburary 11, 2019 – “Mytaher Haskuka implements Ramadan Muja’s illegal contract”: https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/mytaher-haskuka-zbaton-kontraten-e-kunderligjshme-te-ramadan-mujes/
February 24, 2019 – “Former assembly members of Prizren did not return the laptops”: https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/ish-asamblistet-e-prizrenit-nuk-i-kane-kthyer-laptopet/
February 26, 2019 – ‘Viva Fresh Store’ in court for selling banned products to children: https://kallxo.com/shkurt/viva-fresh-store-ne-gjykate-per-shitjen-e-mallrave-te-ndaluara-tek-femijet/
May 10, 2019 – “KPC dismissed the Prosecutor of Serious Crimes, Agron Matjani”: https://kallxo.com/shkurt/kpk-shkarkoi-prokurorin-e-krimeve-te-renda-agron-matjani/
May 13, 2019 – “Court Monitoring Report”: https://birn.eu.com/outputs/court-monitoring-report-2018/
May 21, 2019 – “Following the reporting of KALLXO.com, an indictment is ﬁled against the Chief prosecutor in Prizren”:
https://kallxo.com/shkurt/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-ngritet-aktakuze-ndaj-sheﬁt-te-prokurimit-ne-prizren/
May 25, 2019 – “The prosecution authorized the police to investigate Hajdar Beqaj’s brother”: https://kallxo.com/shkurt/prokuroria-autorizon-policine-ta-hetoje-vellain-e-hajdar-beqes/
June 29, 2019 – “Proof that the 9 million euro tender was framed and ﬁtted for a manufacturer”: https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/prova-se-tenderi-9-milionesh-u-kurdis-dhe-iu-pershtat-nje-prodhuesi/

September 19, 2019 – “Following a report of KALLXO.com, four other TAK political directors resigned”: https://kallxo.com/lajm/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-dorehiqen-edhe-kater-drejtore-politike-te-atk-se/
October 4, 2019 – “Following the KALLXO.com investigation, Meliza Haradinaj in convicted of hiding a business in London”:
https://kallxo.com/lajm/pas-hulumtimit-te-kallxo-com-meliza-haradinaj-denohet-per-fshehje-te-biznesit-ne-londer/
November 3, 2019 – “Following the reporting of KALLXO.com, prosecutor Rexhep Maqedonci is a subject to disciplinary
action”: https://kallxo.com/ligji/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-prokurorit-rexhep-maqedonci-i-shqiptohet-mase-disiplinore/
November 4, 2019 – “The ﬁlmed affair by KALLXO.com, prosecutor Ramiz Buzhala is convicted”: https://kallxo.com/ligji/afera-e-ﬁlmuar-nga-kallxo-com-ndeshkohet-prokurori-ramiz-buzhala/
December 3, 2019 – “Following a report of KALLXO.com, PIK collects information about the police presence during the
Duplex
injury”:
https://kallxo.com/lajm/pas-raportimit-te-kallxo-com-ipk-grumbullon-informata-per-prezencen-e-policit-gjate-plagosjes-ne-duplex/
December 16, 2019 – “Felt pity when sentencing Sokol Bashota, the judge was penalized after the reporting of
KALLXO.com”:
https://kallxo.com/lajm/e-denoi-sokol-bashoten-duke-ndjere-keqardhje-ndeshkohet-gjykatesi-pasi-raportoi-kallxo-com/
December 30, 2019 – “After the KALLXO.com investigation, indictment against Nenad Rikalo and the Secretary of the Ministry”: https://kallxo.com/ligji/hulumtimi-i-kallxo-com-aktakuze-ndaj-nenad-rikallos-dhe-sekretarit-te-ministrise/
ANNEX 3: LIFE IN KOSOVO
January 10, 2019 - Are we raising unhealthy generations?: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aEciKVGFZok
January 17, 2019 - Bahri Hyseni Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NkwwQO2Jf8w
January 24, 2019 – TRUST: Loss or a Decrease? / Director of Gynecology: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z06-FMDMF7I
February 7, 2019 – Bedri Hamza Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2R13WGUCVwQ
February 14, 2019 – Fake news / Georgi Lazarevski Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hstAiEVNObY
February 21, 2019 – Jamie Shea Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rt48RezIwPM
February 28, 2019 – Lumbardh within pipes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yiHi2QOCOOA
March 3, 2019 – Skender Cocaj Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B-IsQazRy-U
March 14, 2019 – Blerim Reka Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B3r30lni47w
March 28, 2019 – Ramush Haradinaj Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZWDfdemnqQY
April 4, 2019 - Women’s Participation in Decision-Making Positions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d0rn533hBIA
April 11, 2019 - DebateForReal for water, air, and earth: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R9al5nQR9Pg
April 18, 2019 - DebateForReal for interethnic and religious tolerance: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T884QigVBjk
April 25, 2019 - DebateForReal for Unemployment and Indolence: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hwtozqFzLNg
May 2, 2019 - DebateForReal for Youth in Kosovo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=122FO6WQYa4
May 9, 2019 - DebateForReal in North in Mitrovica for Law in Kosovo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NOKprNCPPXk
May 16, 2019 – Kadri Veseli Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSj7YseoBpQ
May 23, 2019 - DebateForReal for the Dialogue after Berlin’s Summit: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npDHIKFlsIs
May 30, 2019 – DebateForReal for Albanians and Serbs in Kosovo: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=neLxepCnCzE
June 13, 2019 – The rights of survivors of sexual violence during the war: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyHUEBot4dg

June 13, 2019 – The rights of survivors of sexual violence during the war: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YyHUEBot4dg
October 10, 2019 – What should we expect from the upcoming government? : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KwnpfSOV1l4
October 17, 2019 – Protests about water: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s4Ns4U_Hn6k
October 24, 2019 – “Theft” during the recounting of the votes: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J8rPpje_Ckw
October 31, 2019 – Who is killing justice?: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t6j4J0_1eVg
November 7, 2019 – Professional Education: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K1tITbqtIdo
November 21, 2019 – Isa Mustafa Interview / The employment on public institutions: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pL2lLAyONoM
November 28, 2019 – Vjosa Osmani Interview / Earthquake in Albania: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8_Cs_mxprSo
December 5, 2019 – Mistery of “Rilindja” archives: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aKzlq0_xgXw
December 11, 2019 - Albin Kurti Interview / Philip Kosnett Interview: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F24HqJoEnF0
December 26, 2019 – Yearly wrap up: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bVV_LQ2SkrQ

ANNEX 4: JUSICE IN KOSOVO
January 11, 2019 – The connection of Police with Smuggling: https://youtu.be/9ZJT6z7FKuY
January 18, 2019 – The connection of Police with Smuggling Part 2: https://youtu.be/mnu4NvDOJPw
January 27, 2019 – The selling of alcohol and tobacco to children: https://youtu.be/6iK9z-R5WoM
February 1, 2019 – AAK representatives cement the highway: https://youtu.be/BEyxefKrvkw
February 8, 2019 – The failure on Deradicalization : https://youtu.be/rEk4Bau4N5Y
February 15, 2019 – Sexual Abuse: https://youtu.be/b3POGVpYYHI
March 8, 2019 – The suspicions of the selling of babies: https://youtu.be/Y8DF2FKXtWM
March 15, 2019 – The murders about property: https://youtu.be/Yb9cBwlHw54
April 1, 2019 – The stories of warriors’ families: https://youtu.be/84-4nOrR0g8
April 12, 2019 – Sharing the cake: https://youtu.be/bd2__GqCTJE
April 25, 2019 – Contested grants: https://youtu.be/_Ysh_zZFGLA
April 26, 2019 – Inequality in Properties: https://youtu.be/TMspK4CpgaE
April 26, 2019 – The return from war: https://youtu.be/G18jBBfCLfw
April 26, 2019 – The war against drugs: https://youtu.be/2NNvKolMYCw
May 10, 2019 – The procurement on negotiations: https://youtu.be/WhCC_KAacqk
May 18, 2019 – The bargain on waste: https://youtu.be/DA3NLYjifk0
May 24, 2019 – Million dollar transactions: https://youtu.be/IcIlwVCbhvQ
May 31, 2019 – The war against smuggling: https://youtu.be/V9oIG_OXyuA
October 12, 2019 – The crimes with betting: https://youtu.be/HB8ERVsxy8Y

October 21, 2019 – The crimes with betting Part 2: https://youtu.be/wIXyucUKAKg
November 15, 2019 – Border Extortion: https://youtu.be/DzL6dylXVaU
November 23, 2019 – Fake News Part 2 (starting at minute 18): https://youtu.be/Nie63kVeCms
November 1, 2019 – Corruption within the Police: https://youtu.be/esOuyVAdvqg
November 8, 2019 – The crime with diplomas: https://youtu.be/vtD7KUBOgLQ
November 23, 2019 – The Casino City: https://youtu.be/Nie63kVeCms
December
16,
2019
–
Suspicions
within
the
Kosovo
Bar
Association:
tube.com/watch?v=EVgRoBN45B4&list=PLLhpnXuS9RBL06Y-ADw1CPnewR0Zytvlg&index=26

https://www.you-

December 27, 2019 – The mysterious murder / Best of JNK / Police: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lCjj-boRGrk

ANNEX 5: GAZETA JETA NË KOSOVË
January 18, 2019 - Bechtel-Enka has not yet reported to the Ministry about the delays on the ‘Arber Xhaferi’ highway:
https://kallxo.com/gjnk/bechtel-enka-ende-nuk-i-ka-rapo-ertuar-ministrise-per-vonesat-ne-autostraden-arben-xhaferi/
January 19, 2019: The Re assessment of the tender of the water-supply of Dragash, a hindrance to start the work
https://kallxo.com/gjnk/rivleresimi-i-tenderit-per-ujesjellesin-e-dragashit-pengese-per-ﬁllimin-e-punimeve/
January 19, 2019: The Government demands to buy Serbs products such as 'Plazma, Eurokrem and Argeta:
https://kallxo.com/gjnk/mesohet-sasia-e-pllazmaveserbe-qe-planiﬁkoheshin-te-blihen-me-buxhetin-e-kosoves/
January 19, 2019 - Government starts planning for Dukagjini’s 1 billion euro highway amid numerous public sector strikes:
https://kallxo.com/gjnk/qeveria-nis-planiﬁkimet-per-autostraden-1-miliard-euroshe-te-dukagjinit-ne-kohen-e-grevave-te-shumta-ne-sektorin-publik/
January 26, 2019 - Gambling with the Future: https://kallxo.com/gjnk/te-besh-bixhoz-me-te-ardhmen/
February 2, 2019 – The strange bid of thousands of euros for the mayor’s Facebook: https://kallxo.com/gjate/tenderi-i-cuditshem-mijera-euro-per-facebook-un-e-kryetarit/
February 22, 2019 - The government spent about 850,000 euros for the 10th anniversary of independence:
https://kallxo.com/gjate/analize/qeveria-shpenzoi-rreth-850-mije-euro-per-10-vjetorin-e-pavaresise-dokument/
March 15, 2019 - The patient with leukemia requires healing, the country provided healing opportunities for wealthy
rulers: https://kallxo.com/shkurt/pacientja-me-leukemi-kerkon-sherim-shteti-ofroi-mundesi-sherimi-per-pushtetaret-e-pasur/
April 3, 2019 - Suspicion of conﬂict of interest, MCYS asks Sinan Kajtazi the money he received for ‘O.Taka’ show:
https://kallxo.com/gjnk/dyshimet-per-konﬂikt-interesi-mkrs-i-kerkon-sinan-kajtazit-ti-kthej-parate-qe-i-mori-per-shfaqjen-o-taka/
April 13, 2019: About 1 thousand students left school https://kallxo.com/gjate/analize/rreth-1-mije-nxenes-braktisen-shkollimin/
April 22, 2019 - The Haradinaj government does not stop the phones, spending more than the government of Isa Mustafa:
https://kallxo.com/uncategorized/qeveria-haradinaj-nuk-i-zbret-telefonit-shpenzon-me-shume-se-qeveria-e-isa-mustafes/
June 4, 2019 - Haradinaj government doesn’t get out of plane, spending more on travel: https://kallxo.com/gjate/analize/qeveria-haradinaj-nuk-i-zbret-aeroplanit-harxhon-me-shume-per-udhetime/
June 27, 2019 - 'All backwards', employment falls and unemployment rises: https://kallxo.com/gjate/analize/krejt-mbrapsht-bie-punesimi-e-rritet-papunesia/
July 15, 2019 - The new director of the Gjakova Hospital has received tenders from this institution throughout the years:
https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/drejtori-i-ri-i-spitalit-te-gjakoves-nder-vite-perﬁtoi-tendere-nga-ky-institucion/

August 21, 2019 - Telecom Crisis: Ramush Haradinaj's sister in law orders 305 luxury phones before elections:
https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/kriza-ne-telekom-kunata-e-ramush-haradinajt-porosit-305-telefona-luksoze-para-zgjedhjeve/
September 12, 2019 - AAK's Bali Muharremaj awards 1.7m euros to party chief Blerim Kuci: https://kallxo.com/gjate/hulumtim/bali-muharremaj-i-aak-se-i-jep-tender-1-7-milion-euro-sheﬁt-te-partise-blerim-kucit/
November 18, 2019 - Kosovo's EU integration perspective: https://kallxo.com/gjate/mendime/perspektiva-integruese-e-kosoves-ne-be/
December 9, 2019 - Ignorant, poor and isolated, but happy: https://kallxo.com/gjate/injorante-te-varfer-e-te-izoluar-por-te-lumtur/
December 23, 2019 – Srebrenica, Recak and the triumph of lies: https://kallxo.com/gjate/srebrenica-recaku-dhe-triumﬁ-i-genjeshtres/
December 24, 2019 - Salaries 'on duty': About 700,000 euros for Haradinaj's government since he resigned:
https://kallxo.com/gjate/rrogat-ne-detyre-rreth-700-mije-euro-per-qeverine-haradinaj-qe-nga-doreheqja/

ANNEX 4: JUSICE IN KOSOVO
January 1, 2019 - New Year, Old Isolation: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/viti-i-ri-izolimi-i-vjeter/
January 4, 2019 - The fulﬁlled promise regarding the Kosovo-Albania common border crossing: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/mbahet-fjala-per-hapjen-e-kuﬁrit-kosove-shqiperi/
January 4, 2019 - Labinot Tahiri kept his word about passport submission: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/labinot-tahiri-mban-fjalen-per-dorezimin-e-pasaportes/
January 12, 2019 - Fake media coverage of former KLA members' ﬂights to The Hague: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-mediale-per-ﬂuturimet-e-ish-anetareve-te-uck-se-per-ne-hage/
January 14, 2019 - Haradinaj compromises about the tariff against Serbian goods: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/haradinaj-e-ul-pazarin-per-heqjen-e-takses/
January 16, 2019 - The accommodation of Nisma afﬁliates at Public Universities: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rehatimi-i-nisma-s-se-fatmir-limajt-ne-universitete/
January 18, 2019 - Haradinaj will continue to receive a salary of 2,950 euros: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/haradinaj-do-te-vazhdoj-te-merre-pagen-prej-2950-euro/
January 20, 2019 - The Venetian lie about Prishtina Elections: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-veneciane-per-zgjedhjet-ne-prishtine/
January 22, 2019 - Deçan Mayor tricking students for stopping the strike: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/kryetari-i-decanit-mashtron-nxenesit-per-ndalje-te-greves/
January 23, 2019 - The deceitful justiﬁcation of the Municipality of Gjilan for the strike on education:
https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/arsyetimi-me-kos-i-komunes-se-gjilanit-per-greven-ne-arsim/
January 24, 2019 - False Alarm for leaving students on the streets: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/alarmi-i-rreme-per-lenien-e-studenteve-ne-rruge/
February 21, 2019 - Thaci’s ﬂuctuation for the idea of ‘border correction’: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/luhatja-e-thacit-per-idene-e-korrigjimit-te-kuﬁrit/
March 1, 2019 - Uran Ismaili’s lie about heath insurances: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-e-uran-ismailit-per-sigurimet-shendetesore/
March 2, 2019 - Gazmend Muhaxheri keeps his word for the hydropower plant in Lumbardh: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/gazmend-muahxheri-mban-fjalen-per-hidrocentralin-ne-lumbardhe/
March 2, 2019: Minister of Environment keeps his word about the hydro power plant in Decan: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/ministri-i-mjedisit-e-mban-fjalen-per-hidrocentralin-e-decanit/

March 9, 2019 - Company’s public fraud regarding the registration of the truck that caused the accident in
Gjilan:https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/mashtrimi-publik-i-kompanise-lidhur-me-regjistrimin-e-kamionit-qe-shkaktoi-aksidentin-ne-gjilan/
April 11, 2019 - Haradinaj still did not invite the region’s prime minister for the Mini-Summit in Kosovo:
https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/haradinaj-nuk-i-ka-ftuar-ende-kryeministrat-e-rajonit-per-mini-samitin-ne-kosove/
April 26, 2019 – President’s lie for the time of returning to the Assembly: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-e-presidentit-per-kohen-e-kthimit-ne-kuvend/
May 4, 2019 - The visit that never happened, Macron still did not visit Kosovo: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/vizita-qe-nuk-ndodhi-kurre-macron-nuk-e-viziton-ende-kosoven/
May 10, 2019 - Thaci’s lie about the tax on Serbia: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-e-thacit-per-taksen-ndaj-serbise/
June 1, 2019 - Vucic lies to Serbian deputies about the Kosovo Police action in the north: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/vuciq-i-rren-deputetet-ne-serbi-per-aksionin-e-policise-se-kosoves-ne-veri/
July 18, 2019 - Liars of visa liberalization: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrencat-e-liberalizimit-te-vizave/
July 29, 2019: Kadri Veseli doesn’t tell the truth for departure of people with indictment from PDK: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/kadri-veseli-i-ha-fjalet-per-largim-te-njerezve-me-aktakuza-nga-pdk-ja/
July 30, 2019 - Haskuka keeps his promise about the construction of two public kindergartens: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/haskuka-mban-premtimin-per-nisjen-e-ndertimit-te-dy-cerdheve-publike/
August 22, 2019 - Shpend Ahmeti’s lie about the ‘Municipality Apartments’: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-e-shpend-ahmetit-per-banesat-e-standardit/
September 12, 2019 - Haskuka’s lie for gender equality in municipal directorates: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-e-haskukes-per-barazi-gjinore-ne-drejtorite-komunale/
September 21, 2019 - Haradinaj ‘clueless‘on history, blunders for Fidel Kastro regime: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/haradinaj-kerkah-me-historine-ia-huq-per-regjimin-e-ﬁdel-kastros/
September 27, 2019 - Haradinaj’s lie for signing the contract for the construction of Gjilan Highway:
https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-e-haradinajt-per-nenshkrimin-e-kontrates-per-ndertimin-e-autostrades-se-gjilanit/
September 27, 2019 - The lie about the non-existence of guideline that extended the monopoly on homologation:
https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-per-mos-ekzistimin-e-udhezimit-qe-e-zgjati-monopolin-ne-homologim/
September 29, 2019 - Fatmir Limaj lie about the employment of his son-in-law in NISMA’s ministry https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-e-fatmir-limajt-per-punesimin-e-dhendrit-ne-ministrine-e-nisma-s/
October 10, 2019 - Vjosa Osmani’s Lie for Pride Parade: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-e-vjosa-osmanit-per-paraden-e-krenarise/
November 2, 2019 - The Minister of Culture does not keep his promise for budget of cultural institutions:
https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/ministri-i-kultures-nuk-e-mban-premtimin-per-buxhetin-e-institucioneve-kulturore/
November 27, 2019 - False warnings for new earthquakes: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/paralajmerimet-e-rrejshme-per-termete-te-reja/
December 17, 2019 - Shpend Ahmeti’s lie about new schools in Prishtina: https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/rrena-e-shpend-ahmetit-per-shkollat-e-reja-ne-prishtine/
December 23, 2019 - The legend of Mirusha, 3.7 million project is not completed even after 7 years:
https://kallxo.com/Krypometër/legjenda-e-mirushes-projekti-3-7-milionesh-nuk-perfundon-as-pas-7-viteve/

